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Introduction
Juvenile delinquency is an old problem but of perennial 
concern* The newspapers, magazines, books, radio, and motion 
pictures allow an unusual amount of time and space for news items 
and stories concerning delinquency of youth* The press, the radio 
and film industry cater to popular public interest and they realise 
that the subject is popular* Gome listeners and readers have a 
genuine interest in crime accounts because they have a constructive 
point of view, and sincerely desire to combat Juvenile delinquency . 
There are many who have only a temporary and fleeting interest in 
accounts of the waywardness of boys and girls, particularly the 
sensational cases* There are actually people who are sadistic 
enough to enjoy reading about the mistakes of youth* Professional 
workers such as educators, ministers, Judges, and others to idiom the 
problem is very close, feel that publicity is unnecessary and often 
harmful* Juvenile Courts regard as strictly confidential all pro­
ceedings and rarely are there news items from these sources. Con­
stant reminding of delinquency can influence others to commit crime 
rather than deter them* Mass media have often been disseminators
aof Information on crime, the Motion Picture Research Council 
pointed out to the public criminal techniques which boys in 
reformatories and young men in jails have said they learned from 
the movies. Examples of these techniques are how to open a safe 
by the “feel* of the dial, to cut burglar alarm wires in advance 
during the day, and to rent an apartment for gangsters, there are 
only occasionally situations such as needing the public's approval 
for a budget, personnel, or additional facilities that might 
justify publicity#
’Those who are genuinely interested in a reduction of 
juvenile delinquency realise that conditions associated with crime 
are constantly changing and they are seeking better methods of con­
trol* They are appealing for leadership for a concerted action 
program*
The public school belongs to the people. Because of its 
influence, its continuous and intimate contact with practically 
all of the children, with application to all and with preference 
for none, it has a strategic position in the prevention of juvenile 
delinquency. The school can and should be the leader in combatting 
the delinquency of youth.
It is imperative that school personnel join together in 
cooperative study and planning with the community in order that 
the best possible utilisation will be made of the educational 
program in a school, and that the maximum use will be made of all
3community agency resources, contributing to the prevention of 
Juvenile delinquency and to the wholesome development of the 
total personality of the child.
According to the National Conference for Prevent ion of 
Juvenile Delinquency,
the school1® responsibility toward the de­
linquent or potentially delinquent is fourfold! (a) 
it should plan an adequate school program that fits 
the needs of all children and results in wholesome 
growth and development j (b) it should identify those 
children who show signs of being susceptible to 
delinquent patterns of behavior and take proper pre­
ventive or remedial measures to insure better adjust­
ments j (e) it should work closely with parents and 
neighborhood leaders to assist them in better under­
standing of the individual child and help them remove 
any factors in the neighborhood inimical to child 
welfare} (d) it should cooperate with all community 
agencies and resources in a coordinated plan, bring­
ing their combined influence to play on the individual 
child in such way that he will receive maximum help 
when he needs the experiences provided by a particular 
agency#!
The Problem
Some communities have developed procedures and activities 
which appear to have been successful in developing wholesome, 
happy children in regard to behavior, while others have a large 
incidence of behavior contributory to increased juvenile delinquency# 
This is a study to discover the most successful procedures and
!$ational Conference for the prevention of Juvenile Delinquency - 
Report on School and Teacher Responsibilities, p. 3
4practices which might be incorporated in a flexible program with 
the public school taking the initiative. The study has been titled, 
THE E0L1 OF THE SCHOOL M  A PROGRAM FOR PRETOTION OF m W l l B
the study is divided into three parts. The first part 
includes an orientation to the problem, and the need for school 
leadership in combatting juvenile delinquency. The second part 
involves a study of the literature in the field and the develop­
ment of criteria for a valid program. The third part seta up a 
suggestive program for juvenile delinquency prevention based on 
the criteria given in the second part.
Limitation of the Problem
In scope the project has been limited to cities of the 
first class, and to a school centered type* The Conference on the 
Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquency stated*
In a city school centered plan, the superin­
tendent of schools combines in a special unit under his 
own direction or under direction of an assistant 
(assistant superintendent, principal, guidance director, 
counselor) all the existing specialized services of the 
school that aid in the understanding and adjustment of 
children with behavior problems. Such services may 
include those of the school doctor, school nurse, psycho­
logist, vocational counselor, remedial reading specialist, 
visiting teacher or school social worker, attendance 
worker, boys1 and girls* advisors, speech therapist, re­
creational workers, and other specialists. Specially 
trained and qualified police personnel cooperate with 
the central school bureau in handling and studying 
juvenile offenders.2 (See Exhibit A, Appendix)
%ational Conference on Prevention and Control of Juvenile 
Delinquency, "School and Teacher Responsibilities", p. 23
$this project Is largely concerned with the prevention
of juvenile delinquency, hut there are times when prevention and 
correction are too closely entwined for a separation0
Significance of the Problem
In discussing the high tide of delinquency, the national 
Education Association Research Division pointed out that the 
attitudes of teachers, social workers, judges, and other profession­
als toward delinquency are changing, this Association said;
Comparisons between crime figures may also be 
meaningless because of changes in definitions of terms 
and in attitudes toward delinquency. Complete responsi­
bility for one*a own sinfulness,.or direct inheritance 
of criminal tendencies, as explanations of delinquency, 
are giving way to the concept that much evil-doing is 
a product of time, place, opportunity, habit, circum­
stance, inclination, and other factors, the major portion 
of which conditions are not under control of the offender 
* * * Actions of individuals are determined by opportuni­
ties that must be considered along with the characteristics 
of the offenders in evaluating such actions* Circum^ 
stances have roots in the months and years past and 
society, more than the offender, has important responsi­
bilities for their existence*
More and more juvenile delinquency is con­
sidered to be abnormal conduct occasioned by a combination 
of places and conditions that happened to involve a 
certain boy, but could have had the same effects upon 
many others* Juvenile delinquency is a sympton of 
many ills * * . Former theories of individual sinful­
ness led only to the determination of guilt and the 
administration of supposedly deserved but devastating 
penalties. Now, emphasis is being placed upon re­
storation of the offender and even upon the elimination 
of conditions which produce first offenders. Statistics 
on crime while attitudes are changing are certain to be 
less comparable.
the new attitudes toward delinquency recognizes 
no sharp line of division between the delinquent and
4the non-delinquent. Actions of misbehaving children 
when carefully analysed and considered from the 
viewpoint of the offenders are not greatly different 
from the responses of other children.3
While there are differences of opinion as to the 
processes by which human character and personality are formed, 
there is nevertheless substantial agreement that human be­
havior is the product of a continuous and dynamic interplay 
between the human organism and its environment.
In regard to the causative factors of Juvenile de­
linquency, the Research Division of the Rational Education 
Association wrote s
the actual causes of crime themselves when 
fully analysed are not new. Broken hemes and poverty 
cause delinquencies in normal times as well as in war 
and postwar times. Basically, each child has a continual 
need for home security. He needs to be wanted, loved, 
und@rstood# accepted, admired, to have a place of his 
very own, and to know without any doubt that he truly 
belongs. All these are essential, they must be pre­
sent without the child meriting them* they are 
attributes deserved because he is himself and not be­
cause he must or must not do anything to earn them, 
they are needed from birth - from the first cry 
the child can sense security. He learns from every 
touch and from every glance how much or how little he 
is wanted. These impressions affect health and per­
sonality. They are lasting* They determine the 
child1 s emotions and they form character.
After security is fuHy assured, the child 
needs opportunity for development, for activities in 
which he can show satisfactory attainment, success, 
and self-direction* All of these are closely asso­
ciated with the emotions. Frustration produces un­
stable emotions. If emotional satisfactions are not 
available the child will seek other satisfactions
Coordination of Youth Services to Prevent Juvenile 
Delinquency. Rational Education Association, June, 1947,
p. 10—11
7and outlets that society defines as misbehavior 
and delinquency*^
there are many environmental factors associated with 
juvenile delinquency such as broken homes, poverty, poor housing 
and slums, degraded neighborhood surroundings^Vicious com­
mercialized recreations, child labor, bad companionship, inadequate 
and improper play* In some cases, there appear'to be biological 
and hereditary factors associated with juvenile delinquency.
Some teachers themselves are frustrated and project 
their difficulties in a very real effect upon their pupils. Some 
pedagogues do not understand child behavior* In many instances 
the curricula are. inflexible*'
Alexander placed responsibility m  teachers for 
juvenile delinquency when he saidt
teachers ridicule, embarrass, compare him un­
favorably with others | shame him publicly! unduly mistrust 
himi allow children to make fun of him or to take advantage! 
repeatedly Imposing tasks too difficult for him or on- 
suited to his abilities! otherwise injuring his dignity! 
failing to provide at least occasional opportunity for him 
to achieve, create and, if possible, excelj providing in­
adequate opportunities for friendships, self-expression, 
recreation! impairing his sense of security, of *belonging1! 
laxity or inconsistency in maintaining discipline as an 
adversary, proceeding 1teacher vs. Pupil* instead of a 
joint enterprise, (and especially failing to report be­
havior problems in their incipient stage and follow up to 
see that they use proper treatment*)*
the best sources f or juvenile delinquency statistics 
are the United States Children* a Bureau, and the Uniform Crime
4jbid., p. 14
^Educational Forum. November, 1943, "Some Tested Techniques in 
Teaching Delinquency,11 Paul Alexander, pp. 17-32
sReporta of the Federal Bureau of Investigation* the Uniform 
Grime Reports are compiled individual reports from police de­
partments throughout the United States, two percent of our 
population is included in crime statistics, but deeply affected 
are the other ninety-eight percent, the use of the present 
juvenile court statistics series to obtain a national picture of 
juvenile delinquency is limited by inadequate coverage and lack 
of uniformity. According to information revealed by the 1945 
Uniform Grime Reports, the total number of crimes in 1945 was 
12*3 percent greater than in 1944# and 13*3 percent greater than 
tor 1943.6
A statement of the number of persons under twenty-one 
years of age according to Federal Bureau of Investigation is as 
follows s
the total number of arrests in 1940 were 
609,013 and in 1945 there were 543,852. The number 
arrested under twenty-one in 1940 was 106,298* and 1945» 
113,996. the percent arrested under twenty-one in 1940 
was 1?.5| 1945, 21.0. (See Appendix R for Table 1 - 
“Humber of Arrests of Persons Under Twenty-one Tears of 
Age1*.)
“Arrests in 1945 Secregated by Ages Under Twenty- 
ane", Table 2, Appendix A reveals the total number of offenses 
and percents by ages from fifteen to twenty-one years. In 1945, 
there was a total for all ages of 543,852 arrests. The number 
and percent of crimes by ages were respectively s
® Dataselected from Coordination of Touth Services to Pre­
vent Juvenile Delinquency, June, 1947, Rational Education 
Association, pp. 18-22
9Under age fifteen, 4050, 0.7j fifteen, 4,904# 
0.9; sixteen, 14,087, 2.7} seventeen, 25,645, 4.7; 
eighteen, 24,360. 4.51 nineteen, 20,769, 3.8} twenty, 
19,301, 3.5} total under twenty-one, 113.996, 21.0.
Baaed upon these data is a figure, "Number of Arrests 
of Persons Under Twenty-one Eeporied to P.B.I., 1945w, (See 
Appendix 0.) Detail was given only for those crimes of which 
more than twenty-two percent were committed by persons under 
twenty-one. The number of arrests for age seventeen, 25,645, 
was greater than f or any other age, and it was greater than the 
total of all arrests of all ages prior to age seventeen. The 
next highest number of arrests was for youth of eighteen years, 
24,360, which was slightly less than one percent of the total 
population of that age.
The National Education Association found delinquency 
more prevalent among hoys than girls as shown by the following s
More than five times as many boys as girls 
are arrested for delinquent conduct* Many reasons 
suggest themselves for this proportion. Girls mature 
faster and delinquency is symptomatic of immaturity.
Girls are generally less venturesome. They have 
emotional disturbance, but probably fewer of a kind 
that would lead to delinquency* They are less likely 
to seek strenuous or malicious solutions. Their 
closer attachment to home and greater satisfactions 
derived from care of the home would yield more stabilis­
ing values to them than to boys. They are given more 
consideration when apprehended, the officer frequently 
taking them home without considering it an arrest and 
hoping that an explanation to parents will prevent re­
petitions* They cannot get willing or leading 
associates as readily as boys. Misbehavior is more 
frequently overlooked or excused since the public general­
ly is less suspicious of evil intention on their part. 
Also, girls have a long-standing reputation of being
X0
’sugar and spice, and all that’s nice1, which probably 
is not without same f oundation when their characteristics 
are compared with those of boy nature*'
there were 459,708 ©ale juveniles arrested in 1945, 
while there were 84# 144 juvenile female arrests* During the 
period 1943-1945, the arrests of boys increased 11.7 percent 
while girls increased 6.9 percent, the Children’s Bureau 
shows the relationship thus*
Juvenile Court Cases disposed of by fifty- 
six courts serving population of 100,000 or mere reveal 
relationships between proportions of misbehaving boys and 
girls, approximately 16 percent of the court cases, for 
the past eight years have involved girls. (See Appendix D 
for figure, "Number of Boys and Girls Involved in Juvenile 
Delinquency Cases Disposed of By fifty-six Courts*, these 
were based on figures given 1938-1945, United States 
Children’s Bureau.
The federal Bureau of Investigation has compiled the 
increases of delinquency of offenses by three regions. The in­
crease in offenses of the west which would include the states 
west of the Bocky Mountains, as 15.0 percent. The north, re­
ferring to those states north of the Mason-Dixon bine, 12.5 per­
cent increase. South of the Mason-Dixon bine, the percent of 
increase was 9*6. (See Appendix 0 for table, "Regional increases 
for Eight Offenses Known to the Police, 1944-1945*
Evidence concerning nature, causes, extent and signi­
ficance of the increase of juvenile delinquency shows us that 
there is a great deal of maladjustment in children, fays and 
means of remedying these causes must be found, and leadership 
secured for action.
7 Ibid., p. 25
8 Ibid., pp. 26-27
9 Ibid., pp. 26-27
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Method of Attack
The method of research used in this study was the 
analytical combined with the philosophical*
The collection of material has been extensive. Visits 
were made to the Office of Education and Children' s Bureau of the 
federal Security Administration, Washington, 0, G.,and publica­
tions were secured* Much of the periodical literature was found 
in the Congressional Library, Washington, 0. 0. Current litera­
ture m s  supplied by the Conseryation Departiaent of the General 
federation of Women*s Clubs, louth Conservation Chairmen, the 
Junior League of America, The San Biego County, California, 
Coordinating Council, the national Education Association, Research 
Division, and the National Conference on Prevention and Control 
of Juvenile Delinquency, Department of Justice*
Interviews were held with professors of the College of 
William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia; Chief, Occupation and 
Guidance Division, U. S* Office of Education, Washington, D. C*, 
as to available literature and need for a program* Judge 
Herbert 0* Cochran, Norfolk Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court, 
Norfolk, Virginia, under whom the author was employed, often pointed 
to the need of more coordination of efforts with the school* He 
also stressed the need for a continuing community program.
From this literature, as indicated, a vast amount of 
accumulated facts concerning determined policies, procedures, 
practices and activities of many cities throughout the United 
States which have proved effective, has been secured* Many of
12
these programs ware achieved through trial and error, and some 
through long experimentation. It will he shown later in the study 
that many communities have been able to reduce juvenile delin­
quency while in others it has increased.
the method of approach in this study was scientific 
and objective, the research methods used were the analytical 
combined with the philosophical, three types of programs were 
found which had proved effective In many communities, the 
material was analysed and classified. Each program was submitted 
by either school personnel, court authorities, or social agencies.
A conclusion;was reached that a combination of these 
three types was the more comprehensive plan. A synthesis of the 
better procedures, methods and selected activities from all of 
the related literature was the basis of the proposed program.
It is reasonable to assume that schools can borrow 
these control tested* and valid practices of other communities, 
and make application of them to attack the problem of prevention 
of juvenile delinquency.
Definition of ferns
for the sake of clarity It seems desirable to define 
certain terms used frequently in this study.
Delinquent Child 
Young’s definition of a delinquent child is acceptable.
He sayss
As delinquency is unknown to the common law, 
we must look exclusively to the statute for its legal
13
definition. A delinquent child is commonly defined by 
statutes as any child under a certain year of age who
(1) violates a state law or local ordinance {offenses 
which, if committed by an adult, are punishable by 
death, or life imprisonment, are often excepted)j
(2) is wayward, incorrigible, or habitually disobedient ;
(3) associates with thieves, criminals, prostitutes, 
vagrants, or vicious persons) (4) is growing up in
’ idleness or crimej (5) knowingly visits a saloon, 
pool room, billiard room or gambling places (6) knowingly 
visits a house of i H  fames (?) wanders about streets 
at night) (8) wanders about railroad yards, jumps m  
moving trains, or enters any car or engine without 
authority) (9) habitually uses or invites vile, indecent, 
or obscene language) (10) absents himself from home 
without just cause or without the consent of parent or 
guardian) (XL) is immoral or indecent) or (12) is an 
habitual truant,
the inclusiveness of the definition of delin­
quency differs in different states mainly for the reason 
that some states classify a condition as delinquency 
which other states consider as dependency or neglect, 
the definition given above is comprehensive enough 
to include all children who deport themselves in such 
a way so to injur® or endanger the morals or health of 
themselves or others*^
Society
Society, according to Good is?
(1) An enduring, cooperating social group 
(generally of human beings) so functioning as to maintain 
and perpetuate itself) (2) any group, but especially a 
nation, consisting of human beings who are relatively 
similar in race and culture) who have more or less 
clearly recognized common interests,, and who cooperate 
in the pursuit cf those interests,!0
. Community 
Good’s definition of community-iss
(!) A group living in one locality or region 
under the same culture and having a common geographical 
focus for their major activities) (2) any group of people,
9 Young, Social Treatment in Probation and Delinquency p. 7.
10 Good, Dictionary of Education, p. 378
14
not necessarily in spatial proximity, who share basic 
interests and common traditions.11
Oommuniiy or Neighborhood 
The Social Work Yearbook states *
Seme social philosophers have defined the 
concept »community’ in terms of attitudes, beliefs and 
loyalties* Thus all those deeply attached to a church, 
a labor union, or acme similar group would, from this 
point of view, constitute a community even though 
the Individual members were widely scattered and 
occupied no common geographical area. The community 
organisation activities of social agencies, however, 
always relate to a reasonably definable geographical 
area# Moreover, the overwhelming majority of all 
social work programs, government and voluntary, 
sectarian and aoaseetarian are carried on in communi­
ties that are politically defined, such as a ward, a 
township, a city, a county, a state, or even an 
entire nation* As Arlien Johnson has pointed out, the 
meaning of community is unimportant except for defined 
and redefined as new projects are undertaken# More­
over, the objectives of an agency very often determine 
the area it will try to organise
Community Agency 
Agency - Business of one who is trusted with the con­
cerns of another *
Community agencies may be either public or private, 
and give either or both direct and indirect services to clients# 
As to types, they may be classified as educational, welfare, 
health and religious*
Community Activity 
Good defines community activity as:
. A group activity undertaken by the community 
and carried out under the direction of those authorized
IlQood, Dictionary of Education, p. 86 
l^Gocial Work Yearbook 1947* "Community Organization in 
Social Work11, p. 112
to act for the community.^
Coordination of Services 
The very heart of the problem ©f community coordi­
nation for delinquency control is the matter of early discovery 
of behavior problems, proper agency referral end diagnosis 
and integrated treatment, and helping that agency to see its 
functions in relation to the others#
Preventive Program 
A preventive program is described by Reckless as
follows:
Preventive programs, whether in the field of 
crime, public health, unemployment, mental disease, or 
poverty, attempt to curb a problem at its source* The 
most enthusiastic supporters of preventive work some­
times set as their goal the ultimate elimination of 
a problem, its eradication or annihilation# The more 
realistic supporters of preventive effort do not allow 
their expectations to transcend further than an^active 
concern in reducing the incidence of a problem.
^  Good, Dictionary of Education
^  Reckless, Criminal Behavior, p. 395
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE AND FINDINGS OF PREVENTION PROGRAMS 
Resume of History of Prevention Programa
The task of the school and community in coping with 
delinquency is complex and involves a systematic, continuous 
attack on all educational, sociological and psychological fronts#
The causative factors of crime are complex, and we may not know 
the exact interaction of each and every factor* This gives 
justification for a many sided attack on the mass of factors 
associated with juvenile delinquency to reduce the wrongdoing#
As in medicine, the exact knowledge need not always precede success­
ful control.
Glueck made an analogy of crime to medicine when he
wrote:
It is worthy to note that in the field of 
medicine much good was accomplished before the causal 
problem had been solved# Until Edward Jenner’s 
discovery of smallpox vaccination in 1798# smallpox 
took a heavy toll in disfiguration and death# Jenner*s 
great contribution gave a method of controlling that 
disease, even though the specific etiology of small­
pox has to this day not been definitely established*1
Society needs to prevent persons from becoming delinquent 
and criminal who otherwise would do so. The citizenry seems
awakened to amelioration of criminogenic conditions. Many crime
1 Blueck - Preventing Crime * p. 4
prevention programs have developed with a variety of approaches, 
experimental attitudes and validations. This chapter will give 
a resume of the crime prevention programs of the Glueck Symposium, 
1935# plus recent related programs in St. Paul, Minnesota!
Newport News# Virginia! a compilation of programs of the Research 
Division of the National Education Association! and the National 
Conference for the Prevention of juvenile Delinquency, A summary 
of the aims, organization, process, principles# activities, and 
validations of each program will be given.
Glueck*s Summary of Modem Crime - Prevention Programs
Eleanor and Sheldon Glueck and associates in the Crime 
Prevention Symposium, 1935 as recorded in Preventing Grime, 
gathered and analyzed the most advanced and advantageous types of 
delinquency-preventlon programs in this country. After this 
sampling, their different varieties fell administratively into 
these classifications: Coordinated community programs, police
programs, intramural, boys* clubs and recreation programs, extra­
mural, and school programs. These programs used both casework and 
group work approaches and are behavior conditioning#
According to the Gluecks, those who stress the Coordinated 
Community approach recognize the community or "area" as a natural 
cultural entity, and a community-wide program is called for. The 
Coordinated Community Program involves the area’s destructive and
constructive agencies# private and public, its means of work and 
play, its ethnic and language problems, its prejudices# and the
like. The supporters of this type of program work toward an 
acceptable standard of communal soundness, and toward the 
realization of wholesome values. Among the outstanding features 
are surveying problems and erotogenic influences j canvassing 
all the community’s constructive resources! determining the 
scope, extent cooperation and overlapping in solution of the pro­
blems! providing an organization for collaboration of agencies 
and extension of services} educating the public in the aims and 
methods of cooperative effort} and participation of citizens and 
citizens * groups in planning and operation,
fhe Felice Crime-Prevention Program furnishes many 
services of a social aspect besides protection and repression®
Its main activities are supervision, of commercial dance-halls, 
poolrooms, bath beaches, and other commercial recxeational activities| 
advice to parents regarding dangers to children, teaching respect 
of law} arrest of adults endangering children| referral of prede­
linquent and delinquent children’s parents to the proper agency.
The police program is dependent upon implementing its work with 
other groups for effectiveness.
Intramural Guidance Programs are conducted by private 
institutions which give full time supervision to problem children 
over an extended period, sometimes years. It is education under 
a controlled environment to permit readjustment of life habits 
and attitudes. An attempt is made for a home life spirit as free
18
from an "Institutional atmosphere as possible. Many intramural 
programs afford clinical facilities for the study of children*
Boys* Clubs and Beereatlon Programs through group work 
methods supervise the leisure time activities of youths. Children’s 
energies are constructively guided and directed* gmph&als is put 
on seeking out the child who is most in need of such services , 
especially the frustrated and those whose basic needs are not met* 
Cacps and foster homes often have intramural guidance programs* 
intramural guidance Programs give part-time guidance 
directly and indirectly4 the clients can live at home and re­
ceive this aid, so it is only partly controlled, these programs 
are often used In conjunction with juvenile courts and with child 
guidance clinics* Under technically trained personnel, many 
volunteer workers are utilised*
School programs on the whole have been slow to appreciate 
their potentialities and responsibilities in spite of their unique 
opportunity and strategic advantage, the school’s fourfold attack, 
summarized by the Gluecks was*
(1) discovery of children mentally or 
physically handicapped, and children 
presenting behavior or special pro­
blems*
(2) Provision of special classes or 
schools for the intensive study and 
individualized treatment of such 
children, for making curricula more 
attractive, and for otherwise counter­
acting the mass-treatment tendency
of schools.
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(3) Employment of visiting teachers or 
other social workers in bridging 
the gap between the school and 
home; and
(4) Collaboration of the school system 
with other community organisations 
and agencies*2
Bureau of Special Service, Jersey City Public Schools
A school program presented in Glueek's Symposium, 
nBureau of Special Service, Jersey City Public Schools*1 by 
thorns W. Hopkins, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, had 
noteworthy organization and validity.^
In 1931# the Board of Education and Mayor of Jersey City 
set up an experimental preventive program which would combine 
and coordinate all available public agencies in Jersey City, Hew 
Jersey, for the study and treatment of all its maladjusted children. 
The school was considered the logical agency for coordinating such 
a program* farious agencies which formerly handled juvenile 
offenses were assimilated into a Bureau so that all cases might 
be referred there and studied before treatment ensued or action 
was taken. Representatives of agencies, court, police, press, and 
others were called together for participation and policies were out­
lined* The assistant superintendent of schools was put in charge 
of the Bureau. All special school services were unified under 
this unit, which resulted in the Jersey City Bureau of Special 
Services. Many of the personnel were qualified caseworkers. The
^Reckless, Walter 0., Criminal Behavior, p. 432 
3Glueck, Sheldon and Eleanor, Preventing Crime, ^Bureau of 
Special Service, Jersey City Public Schools**, p. 115 - 132
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largest number of eases handled In the Attendance Division
of the Bureau. Emotional, physical, mental, or academic mal­
adjustment within school were referred to the supervisor of visit­
ing teachers* . So child was referred to courts until he had 
advantage of the Bureau first, Procedures for maladjusted pupils 
in school and coordination with police department for delinquent 
children were made,
A proposal was made to form a Coordinating Council such 
as was in operation in Los Angeles, California, hut was indefinitely 
postponed* Hearty cooperation and coordination was secured and 
maintained with led Cross, Catholic Charities, Church Mission of 
Help, Salvation Army, and others, A central index for case clear­
ance was established. More recreational opportunities were afford­
ed the children! physical, psychiatric and psychological tests 
were administered by the Bureau, the civic and fraternal clubs
v
assisted in many ways, the caseworkers affiliated with the County 
Social Workers Club. The facilities of the Bureau were not 
limited to itself but to other agencies as well. The Board of 
Education extended the use of its school auditoriums and gymnasiums* 
Teachers were furnished for afternoon and evening classes and 
special occasions. An excellent working relationship and rapport 
was established. Other very concrete validations appear for the 
four year period preceding the establishment of the Bureau of 
Special Service in the following comparisons made by Thomas W. Hopkins,
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Assistant Superintendent of Sehoolsj
(1) Cases taken into court decreased from 
m  annual average of 744 to 97 a year*
(2) Ccaia&tmsnte to correctional institu- 
time decreased from an annual average' 
of 251 to 34 a year.
Cl) truancy decreased from, an annual 
average of 3,042 to 2,405.**
the Olueck^s Symposium Summary felt optimistic about 
crime central after their symposium results were studied.
In criticism of these, Backless say as
Cue should, not overlook the fact that the 
programs collected .in. the ELuecks1 symposium are ex­
perimental only la attitude or in the tr ial-and-error s 
sense of try this and try that according to new lights 
and insights, they are not experimental, however, 
in the m m  profound sense of the term, since that 
they were, not proved on a testing ground or in a test 
run before-they were advocated for general use.
Actually, the programs were advocated and Installed, 
before their operational effectiveness -was Mown, and 
the experimental feature., of them, is that they may at 
some future time be studied to see what results they 
achieve or, as t i m e , o n ,  m y  be modified in accord­
ance with new insights and procedures.*
these varied erlme-prevent ion programs represented the 
approaches and methods with their validations up until 1935 as 
outlined in the fXueck Symposium.
OlS’ofo-'. SjBBpelun ggBSg;
the Clueck* have summarised opinions on the philosophy 
and aims of crime-preventive activities, the following principles
^ Glueck, Sheltlon and Eleanor, Preventing Crime, p. 131 
5 Reckless, falter, Criminal Behavior, p. 435
were deduced by Glueekt^
(a) Crin»-prevention program should talm  into 
account the evidence that moat criminals 
allow definite anti-social tendencies of 
attitude end behavior early- in childhood.
(b) 1® most instances, children should be kept 
away from the typical contacts with police 
stations, courts, and correctional insti­
tution® until more scientific ami sym­
pathetic efforts have failed*
(c) in experimental attitude should govern the 
establishment and conduct of erlm-preveoilon 
programs.
(d) It 'cannot be definitely concluded as yet' 
that any one type of crime-prevention 
activity is necessarily superior to, or 
should, be exclusive of, any other.
(e) .Existing community agencies and institu­
tions should be used‘to their fidlest 
capacity*
-(f) While much good can. be accomplished by 
. whatever qualified agency in' a community 
assumes the leadership in crime prevention, 
the public schools can. play m  •specially 
significant role.
(g) Although not Indispensable, a crime-prevention 
bureau in a police department has certain 
unique .values.
(h) ^rime-preventive efforts should be discriminat­
ing in technique.
(i) A erlae-preventton program should .recognise 
that ehildren must have ample outlets fear 
their energies.
(J) Other psychologic and behavior traits of 
children should be taken thoroughly into
 .alueck, Sheldon and Eleanor, Preventing Grime* ^Introduction 
Philosophy and Principles of Grime Prevention,** pp. 6-13
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account in planning and carrying 
cat crlme-preventloa programs.
(k) In intensive work with problem 
children and delinquents, the 
attitudes and prejudices of parents 
should not he ignored.
{1} trained personnel should he liberally 
employed in crime-preventive activity 
although, as has been mentioned, 
there Is' ample room for the use of 
non-professional aid, especially 
under the guidance of trained workers.
I& a* &si# ttasssfa SMM ssMm Sfpfxiaspii
the St. Paul Experiment, established in St. Paul Minnesota, 
was In progress fro® 1937 until 1943* &ud has made great contribu­
tions in the child welfare field, and also has great implications 
for a Juvenile delinquency program. 4 full report of this is con­
tained in the Children* s Bureau Publication, limber 317,
"Children in the Community, the St. Paul Experiment In Child Welfare.* 
the Chief of the Childrens Bureau stated three objectives 
of the program in an educational magazine*
Fro® the standpoint of community action, the 
program had two basic objectives i
(1) the early identification and treatment
of children with personality and behavior 
problems* including delinquency, and
(2) the development and integration of existing 
social and welfare facilities directed 
toward the needs of children.
Fro® the standpoint of a research experiment, the 
St. Paul project had another objective - the study and 
demonstration of methods and techniques for effectiveness 
in the treatment of behavior and delinquency problems and
2k
the development of procedures for evaluating these techniques.?
On the professional staff was a psychiatrist who served 
as director, a psychologist, two psychiatric social workers, a 
group worker, and a visiting teacher, the St. Paul Experiment was 
limited to a particular area of the city* so that the staff could 
become personally acquanited with the community and the people who were 
serving it. this area of the city had three public schools, four 
parochial schools and ten churches, the recreational facilities 
consisted of two city playgrounds, a \WA recreation program in one 
of the schools, and & few boy scout troops, girl reserve# of the 
XNQA and campfire girls, there was no community house. Casework 
and groupwork separately, and the two combined, were used a# methods. 
Sources of referral were from both those In daily contact like 
schools, and those of special contact such as the Juvenile Court.
the school proved to be the best of all the agencies making 
observation of behavior and early identification of symptoms because 
of such intimate, close and daily contact. A social worker appointed 
in the schools to work closely with the staff project also established 
rapport and an effective channel between the school and the project*
A staff member was also assigned to work with the police, and de­
linquency was approached from the point of view of understanding be­
havior rather than authoritarian• As a result, contacts with these 
two agencies developed rapidly, the workers had case conferences
Katherine - Educational Forum, November, 1943, 
"Delinquency Prevention through School# and Social Agency Coordination", 
p. 11
nand m  conflicts of responsibilities between them arose* As stated* 
the schools prored to he the foremost agency recognising difficulties 
before they became exaggerated, and during the flee and a half 
years la which the project operated, over half of the referrals 
came from the schools* the schools and police made so many re* 
ferrals, that less time was available for the other agencies* so 
there was a consideration of limiting their referrals because of the 
small project staff. It was decided, however, that to. do a thorough 
service with the schools and police was better than a less intensi­
fied wider coverage in a wider field* Another indication of the 
success of the sihool program was In finding ways to locate and 
treat behavior problems before they became acute,^ As a result of 
early treatment of children* s behavior symptoms, the average age of 
children when first referred for treatment fell from 1$ years in 
1937 to 10 years in 1942. A tutoring service was established using 
University of Minnesota graduate students. Social workers had it 
pointed out to them that the school had an approach to children and 
parents that they had never been able to effect* the approach 
through the understanding school personnel also, was helpful In avoid­
ing a disportionate stress on a specific act of delinquency, and 
treating the child as a 1 whole child* * It was also found out in the 
experiment that workers who had bad experience in more than one 
field, such as education and social work, or education and law-
^ " ^ " S H d r e n  in the Community t St. Paul Experiment, Appendix XX, 
"Key Msed in Classifying Problem Behavior,1* pp. l7£rl*C
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enforcement bad a great contribution to make, because of their 
understanding of tho methods, procedures and philosophy of both.
They are particularly valuable in a liaison and interpretation 
capacity, the author baa had work experience In both the public 
schools, a social agency, and a well-developed juvenile and domestic 
relatione court, and particularly wishes to emphasise the advantage 
of this point*
la this project the staff accomplished a particularly 
outstanding piece of work in public relations and coordination of 
services with the other agencies. It is to he especially noted 
that it me through the cooperation of the schools with other agencies* 
Throughout the studies of the whole child, diagnosis and differential 
treatment or therapy, the school*a role was constantly made known 
to the other agencies who were involved. Too often petty jealousies 
over cases, or lack of clear understanding of agency policy and 
functions, and lack of confidence in other agencies is involved,
The first problem with which the school experimented was truancy*
After a study of the children’s basic unmet meeds and: the resulting 
behavior there crystallised on the part of the schools a recommenda­
tion for more constructive outlets for boys* and girls1 energy. It 
focused attention m  the cosMnity1# strengths and weaknesses in 
social agency and recreational resources* It was made known that 
these existed, and the consequence was that a council m e  set up to 
coordinate the services of schools and so clad agencies m  a city-wide 
basis. From the standpoint of treatment, also, the schools worked
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in dose relationship with the other agencies. These petty Jealousies, 
misunderatending of agency responsibility and functions, conflicts 
of philosophy end other things among those to whoa the supervision 
of maladjusted children are entrusted, too often interfere with 
helping the whole child in all areas of hts difficulties* the 
school role also served as an opportunity for the other agencies to 
recognise these early signs that all is not well with a child, and 
where to turn for help. It showed that often agencies have to 
look beyond their own agency program for help from other organisations, 
that there m m i be effective channels for referrals, and a number of 
agencies working harmoniously can develop a well-rounded program for 
a child needing services*
Other findings In this study were tint many cases of overt 
behavior were referred to the agencies for "first aid" which formerly 
had been referred initially to the juvenile division of the police •
A comprehensive study of the case records proved that the largest 
factor .In most maladjustmenta was personality problems or problems 
in the home, causing the difficulty*
A brief pamphlet published by the Children*a Bureau which 
summarised the St* Paul project stated:
Health, intelligence, education and economic 
conditions were less frequent causes* But only 10 per­
cent of the cases was the psychiatrist used in direct 
treatment. JD& $0 percent of the cases other staff 
workers carried on the major responsibility of the oases 
on which there was enough information to base a judgment,
18 percent showed major improvement and other 65 percent 
showed some improvement.^
9 Lenroot, Katherine, "Delinquency Prevention Through School 
and Social Agency Coordination", Educational Forum, yd. 8, May, 1943,
pp* 11—16
mnoteworthy, too, was the resourcefulness and skill with 
which the trained workers overcame the resistance of parents. fmf 
definitely was need of awareness of early symptom and treatment 
reoognim d  among teachers, social workers, and church workers, fhie 
project had .good leadership, coordination and organisation.
the head- of the Children's .Bureau, Miss lennoct., also 
pointed out the value of the St. Paul Experiment for othercities.
A summary of these values might be classified, as principles; similar 
guiding principles such as those Olueck listed, they followi
(1) A delinquency prevention program can be 
begun, and. successfully operated, cm a
neighborhood basis, if necessary, 
around one or more schools, churches, 
police, etc,
(2) Its influence will soon make itself felt 
throughout the city*
(3) City-wide coordination developed, between 
schools and social agencies m  a permanent 
basis and also between, police department.
(4) this coordinating service has been placed 
under the direction of a person closely 
associated with the project; it is con­
tinuing to work on problems of mutual 
interest and to serve as a referral center 
for children with behavior or delinquent 
problems*
(5) A school social worker was mads available 
and a police liaison service has also been 
developed and placed under the director 
of the coordinating service*
(6) Project led to a survey of recreational 
facilities and needs which may result
9 U. S. Children’s Bureau Publication, 320, ^Helping Children 
in Trouble^, p. 13
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la close collaboration between group- 
work and casework agencies.10
as ggasu Sag. KfeaMs,
the Hewport Hews, Virginia, project was also sponsored by 
the Children1# Bureau and assisted by the Bureau of Public Assistance* 
the United State© 0hildren’s Bureau and the Bureau of Public 
Assistance both are administratively under the Social Security Ad- 
ministration of the Federal Security Agency . The Hewport Hews pro­
ject followed the St. Paul Experiment* beginning' June, 1942 and 
ending March, 1945.
This project was an experiment in community organisation 
for the prevention and control of juvenile delinquency in a city 
where no erne agency had had responsibility for coordinating and 
integrating the total services.
Hewport lews, a seaport industrial town of normally 
37*000 population had. nearly doubled In. two year© during World far XI. 
The city had basic social services* both public and private* but no 
child guidance clinic or private child and family agency* The public 
school© were progressive, particularly in the area of the erne curri­
culum. Much emphasis was put on the development of the ’whole1 
child in the schools* but the school© were not school-centered♦ The 
schools had no visiting teachers, the school doctor gave psychological 
teats, and there were no child guidance clinics. The juvenile court 
had worker© of long, successful experience but the court did not
10 taproot* Katherine, "Delinquency Prevention Through School 
and Social Agency Coordination," "Educational Forum.11 ?ol. 8,
May, 1945# PP* 11-14
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have professionally trained workers with the exception of the
Judge#
the initial purpose of this Newport News projectwas to 
coordinate Federal, State, and local agencies to work m  the problem, 
of the prevention and control of Juvenile delinquency the object 
was to find the most effective relationship among federal, State 
and local programs for organising and directing their efforts 
toward this given problem. A part-time consultant was appointed but 
he soon left to become secretary of the American Jewish Committee.
A trained social worker, assigned by the two Federal1 agencies, was 
made executive secretary, the Director of the Bureau of Public 
Assistance and Chief of the U. S. Children1 s Bureau commented in 
the acknowledgements of the final report of the project, in 
Publication 317:
through his thoughtful, able leadership, his 
skill in applying professional knowledge, and his rare 
capacity for relating himself to individuals, he helped 
the community to analyse its problems and focus its 
plans for action# 9a
After entering duty he was placed administratively tinder 
the city manager. * In effect, he was to operate as any city employee, 
not a federal employee, and the important part of the «grass roots/* 
of local government, was emphasized. The experiment then became a 
local one, and the Federal agencies acted as observers and coir* 
sultants except for financial export# The approach to Juvenile 
delinquency rested with the community, The initial purpose could
9a Final Eeport of the Newport News Project, F. 2
mnot be accomplished unless the community itself m # aware of needs, 
wished to deal with them, and discovered and used it# own resources 
while using the offered federal financial and consultive help*
fb# second purpose was. to discover methods and & pattern 
of organisation which might be used with modifications in other 
communities. This progress was interrupted fcy the withdrawal of 
the secretary who had given it leadership.
The third purpose was to discover ways of adjusting community 
programs related to delinquency prevention to meet current wartime 
needs, by adapting, modifying, strengtheniiig, and extending, if 
necessary, the social services for children and adolescents. Thi# 
purpose was only partially realised. Day nurseries were- established 
for children of wording mothers, and a child welfare service program 
was Inaugurated by the local public welfare agency. Child welfare 
services which .had been'established were not continuous because of 
loss oi staff* The importance of strengthening the services of the 
schools, the juvenile office and tee other programs; of the public 
welfare agency were laid before the committee and the public just 
prior to the interruption of the project. In the months intervening 
between duly, 1944, and larch 1, 1945, only the public welfare agency 
took action based directly on the recognised needs* This agency 
made an effort to improve service by shifting staff assignments to 
provide sore- supervision.^
The government agencies recognised that some official means
11 4 Community Haas for Its Children. Children* a Bureau, 
321, pp.'12*13
n1184 to bo effected between local gor#*mout and representative 
groups in order to explore and make recoiaaendatlono. fhe federal 
government felt a need for bringing various groups together for 
over-all planning and balance in the programs of public and private 
agencies, the Newport Hews project m s  set up in the structure of 
the Civilian Defense Organisation, the experience of the project 
supported the contention that local government should obtain 
assistance from representative groups in carrying out its responsi­
bility for the general welfare. It was felt that thin defense 
council offered representation sufficiently broad to constitute a 
cross-section of community interest. Committees were ©elected and 
sent to the City Manager for approval.
the child welfare committee was organised toi
Discover the causes and extent of family break­
down as they affect the welfare of children, to aid in 
the coordination of local and national child welfare 
services, and to devise means for mobilisation and support 
of a wartime delinquency prevention program.**
there were sub-committees m  day care, recreation, and
counselling and guidance, the recomisendations of each anb-eomaittee
were acted upon by the child welfare committee before they were
referred to the city manager, the child welfare committee m s  set
up to plan, study, stimulate, advise, but it was not operational.
nestings were held at set times with frequent call meetings, fwo
women served during the project as chairmen* one was m  ex-school
S3
teacher and retiring president of the American Association of 
tfoiversity Women*
the execubiv© secretary in Newport Sews, In helping the 
child welfare committee discover what it wanted for children of the 
community was guided by the belief that*
(1) doamunities wish to take responsibility 
f ormakiag their m m  plans |
(2) Community planning, with substance and 
permanence meet be the outgrowth of 
community interest and represent the 
community point of viewj and
(3) local leadership based on understanding 
of the problems and needs of children 
and expressed through participation Is' 
essential to constructive planning.13
In making proposals the executive secretary always pre­
sented Ideas backed by his- technical knowledge, .and gave experience 
of other communities, and interpreted these points of view* A 
great portion of his time was spent 41th key people in the program in 
conferences about problems and solutions. Individual conferences were 
held every three months and sometimes more often* the purpose of 
the conferences was:
To give individuals experience in interpreting 
and evaluating the facts aadreeognii&ng their implications* 
considering the social*desirability of proposed methods 
of dealing with situationsf appraising and using the 
experience of other communities In meeting these problems, 
and arriving at objective decisions after consideration of 
a variety of viewpoints.^
Meetings were stimulating and the agenda well planned* The 
State Welfare Department gave consolation to the committees on day
*3 ibid, p. 22 
14 Ibid, p. 23
ear© centersj The ||« S. Children’s Bureau gave consultative services 
regarding recreationj and the P. S. Office of Education gave con­
sultative services on Federal and State resources that could he 
utilised in encouraging the local schools to participate more 
actively in the program. The press cooperated with the Committee 
in giving good coverage, interpretation and editorials at needed 
times. The program was under way before most agencies and interested 
persons knew anything about it. As a result of the people having 
little participation in the planning and initiation, a great deal 
of time was required later to interpret the study and the objectives, 
and to try to win the confidence of the people.
The Newport News agencies contributed information for the 
child welfare committee’s use in four ways: (1) Recreation agency
programs were described orally by representatives in meethings of , 
the recreation sub-committeej (2) Date, on monthly intake were con­
tributed by twenty-one agencies in the city and county for the use 
of the guidance sub-committee in considering whether a device to 
coordinate information was needed and what kind to recommendj (3)
The functions and services of the agencies were described for this 
latter committee through discussions of cases presented by agency 
representatives; (4) The juvenile office, the schools, and the public 
welfare agency made records available to the executive secretary of 
the child welfare committee for a study of individual juvenile de-* 
linquents.
The executive secretary of the child welfare committee made
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studios of individual cases known to three agencies. Because of 
the confidential nature of the agency records, Only the executive 
secretary had access to the primary source materials.
A study use made by the Federal agencies of the recreation, 
schools, health, housing, churches, lav enforcement, court. Industry, 
and civic organizations, Emphasis was placed upon securing * general 
view of the factors contributing to family dislocation and Juvenile 
delinquency, the services available, and the gaps In services.
Four intensive studies were made fey the child welfare 
committee, (1) feasibility of securing ianham Act funds to set up 
a nursery school as recommended by the superintendent of schools*
(2) an exploration of recreation facilities and the number' of children 
being reached* (3) determining the need of a social service exchange; 
and (A) the study of individual delinquents already referred to. A 
ten percent sample of the cases of the school and the public welfare 
agency records were used in order to obtain a more cosset# picture 
of the school experiences and the home situations of these children.
M  summing up the developments which took place in Newport 
lews during the period of this project, March, 1943, to March, 1945, 
the federal agencies frankly admit that they can be accredited only 
indirectly for the community developments through the planning of 
the welfare committee. M m  facilities were created for the welfare 
department, but the City. Council had long planned that In advance. 
AchUd welfare worker was added to the welfare department, but they 
were also being added in other parts of the state. Health departments
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were given new responsibility for enforcing housing regulation* 
and inspecting school aanitaiy facilities, bat the Army, trough 
the Port of Embarkation, had pat great emphasis on sanitation. 
Arrangements were completed with the superintendent of the 
Williamsburg State Hospital to- provide diagnostic psychiatric service 
in Newport Sews two days a month, an excellent innovation, k nm 
form, for reporting of cases was -made in the Juvenile court,' the only 
contribution there, aid that of small consequence. Budgetary in­
creases sere made in.public assistance, and many of the potential 
delinquents sere in the Aid to Dependent ■Children category, the 
recreation program of the city put less emphasis on the servicemen, 
and more on children as the war came to an end.
the .influence .of the ienport fees, project -on the school 
system is discussed in the final report of the project*
The school system has made efforts to improve 
ita program in a number of ways. Handicraft classes for 
children in elementary grades sere- undertaken in the fall 
of 1944, but one class had to be discontinued because 
of lack of personnel. Recommendations were made to the- 
local school board- for the employment of school social 
workers, but this request had not been acted upon by 
'March, 1%5* there, was a new emphasis .in the physical 
education plan# for children in the elementary schools. 1 
Formerly, the program had been directed more to recreation 
based largely on competitive games and, therefore, did not 
reach all children or give attention to their individual 
needs. The objective was the physical development of every 
child with particular attention being given to children 
with special needs. Special attention was given to the 
detection of physical defects and their correction by the 
school physician. Physical examinations which were given 
to all children in one grade in 1943# were being given 
to children in more grades in 1944-45. The tuberculosis 
survey made in 1943 was to be extended in 1944-45. Toilet 
facilities had been improved by new equipment. The parent- 
teacher association in the schools for white children had 
been keeping the health needs of all children constantly 
before parents and had called attention to the need for
m m  cafeterias to.-feed mder-nourished children and 
for an additional physician in the school system.
Because of the work involved in ascertain­
ing the health needs of children, the school physician, 
who also gave psychological tests, had been unable 
to give as much of his attention to this second 
phase of hie work as he had planned. Hie wish for 
■ a staff to do psychological testing-and to teach 
remedial reading had not been realised, the schools 
did not plan to participate in. leaking referrals to 
the mental hygiene clinic.
School representation .in the project was ’ 
achieved through membership of the superintendent 
of schools on the child welfare committee and the 
social service .exchange, committee. The .schools m m  
also represented on the recreation subcommittee by 
the ahtletic director who was also supervisor, of 
the summer playground program operated by the schools.
It had not, however, been possible for the.schools, 
to make specific use of the findings of the child 
welfare committee in dealing with the school diffi­
culties noted in the histories of the 'individual 
juvenile delinquents studied, except when health 
problems were involved.15
In February, If45, the lower Peninsula Planning Commission 
was created to plan postwar construction. It employed a full-time 
executive and had several subcommittees, one of which was welfare. 
The chairman of this was, the: assistant superintendent of schools. 
Work had been begun by the. executive secretary of the child welfare 
committee for coordination of private and public welfare programs.
A representative of Community Chests and Councils tried to convince 
the City Manager to present a proposal for a Chest-Council type 
of organisation and a special worker as coordinator. This proposal 
failed, and the federal agencies attributed It to the fact that the
n
community was not ready for it, the subcommittee on counseling and
guidance, also, took steps to continue cooperation among agencies,
tut did not succeed. then the project ended many cowmity services
and activities continued at the same or an increased tempo but the
project was superseded by the Planning Commission.
The federal 3ecurity Agency conclusions were based on the
observance of .a community in the- process of organizing itself to
work on the prevention of juvenile delinquency which are basic to
the mobilization of community forces for dealing with a variety of
social problems^ they are?
Community organisation is a social process through 
which a community, 'like an Individual, realises 
its potentialities sued uses its strengths in deal-* 
ing with its needs and problems,
the strength of a community organization lies In
local leadership and qn- informed public opinion.
Continuous and competent leadership is necessary 
to focus attention on particular problems and on 
the relationships of each to other community pro­
blems and planning.
Citizen 'participation on a broad basis is necessary 
to assure consideration of the needs and interests 
of all groups.
Sponsorship of or active participation to community 
organization by local, government gives force-ant 
movement to the objectives of the planning group, 
and assures government of a means whereby it can' 
have the support, of the various Interest groups to, 
the community to discharging its responsibility 
for the general welfare.*^
^ tA Community Plans for Its Children," p. 53
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Sam i of Ssaasi a s e m
the Haitonai Education Association recognised the piroblea 
of the increase of Juvenile delinquency, its significance, and that 
effective program eliminating and controlling the mams of crime 
and delinquency should prevail, this association felt that agencies 
chose; effort® are directed towardthe promotion of youth should he 
strengthened, fhe Rational Education Association believed that 
anti-social behavior can be .moderated and levels of conduct can be 
lifted by concentrating cm youth programs, which for participants, 
leave .little time for' delinquency* fhis educational association 
appreciated the fact that some comaaaiities would like to have 
advantage of other experiments, and borrow sms:-m%^m4s procedures 
trm their neighbor®, the leseareh Division of the National Education 
Association surveyed youth programs in seventy-three cities, and 
counties., in various section® of this country, and secured descrip­
tions of the procedure® followed in successful undertakings. In 
order to secure these fact®, the National Education Association #ent 
out letters and questionnaires to superintendents of schools, seer®-, 
tariea of councils of .-social''agencies, and Judge# of Juvenile courts. 
they were .asked how they ■ were combatting Juvenile. delinquency.
Responses fro® the school®, councils of social agencies, and 
from the court® described procedure® and .method® of control which 
fell into three general classes or levels of control* (1) A broad
program of general welfare! (2) the elimination of predisposing' factor®!
m' (3) The discovery end treatment of individual delinquents, or 
casework, the national Education Association gives recognition to 
the probability that control methods portrayed do not comprehensively 
describe the local prevention programs. Each program, is Inclined 
to emphasize and possibly to over-emphasize m o  of the three methods 
of attack. There, also, are' descriptions given of programs which 
combined all toe# types and are'the most comprehensive. Further 
explanation and illustrations of each, method will follow*
M  describing the broad general level of control, the 
national Education Association wrote 1
§mmm$9 from various respondents indicate that 
they believe the most, effective program in the long -run 
is one that does not concentrate m  juvenile delinquency.
No reference# are made to delinquency and any thought of 
misbehavior is avoided by placing all emphasis on the widest 
variety of happiness-producing, character-bulling, and 
socially-satisfying activities for the wholesome develop­
ment of children, .youth, and adults. This type of general 
welfare program does, make reference to providing a ecnp&ste 
educational programs maintaining adequate health services | 
operating and supervising playgrounds, swimming pods,, summer 
camps, and day care centers providing for social and hobby 
groups | providing opportunities for 'crafts and sports j 
making adequate provision for community chest services $ attend­
ing religious, educational, and social activities at the churches j 
establishing cooperative youth councils | and developing effective 
civic interest#.3-?
Orlando, Florida is representative of the first method of 
control, a broad general one. The executive secretary of the 
Community Welfare Planning Council, and county superintendent of 
schools wrote the following description!
*7 Ibid, p. 30
We have been broking to reduce juvenile 
delinquency for the past twenty years la Orlando and Orange 
County. Many groups and officers have made contributions in 
this effort.
The public schools have provided an elaborate pro­
gram of recreation in the form of athletics, intramural 
sports, music programs, dramatics and club activities, all 
of which have kept our youngsters too busy to have idle time 
on their hands.
Churches have also provided splendid programs 
of entertainment .and social activities during' the week­
ends to keep youngsters off the streets. Parent-teacher 
organizations, particularly in the high schools, have 
provided youth centers to serve boys and girls oil the 
high-school level, These centers are equipped with various 
types' of games, milk and soda bars, music for dancing 
and other types of entertainment. They are carefully 
supervised by full-time adult leaders.
We have a splendid Juvenile Court in our city that 
has cooperated in every way possible to keep the youth of our 
community and county occupied so that they would have no spare 
time for devilment, law enforcement officers have cooperated 
with the school authorities in checking up and tracing down 
delinquents.
The City Commission provides a splendid recreational 
program during the vacation periods for children on all school 
levels*
The social and health agencies have also made a 
valuable contribution by coordination and stimulation of 
inter-agency relationships. This was first started by the 
federation of Social Workers about five years ago, and these 
services were accelerated by the formation in 1944 of the 
Community Welfare. Planning Cornell, 'Through their Case Con­
ference Committee, they have kept in touch with community 
trends, thus extending their services. This brought about 
a closer relationship with public officials,
the Grange County tenth County tenth Council, formed 
in 1943, was instrumental in establishing a Toutb Center for 
high-school students which was most helpful in providing 
wholesome recreation for that group of teen-agers who would 
have been most seriously affected by large air bases located 
in this vicinity.
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Perhaps the most important factor is the marked / 
improvement in the economic condition of a great mass of 
families who had for years been living on a sabmarginal 
income, the tremendous increase in the citrus industry 
and truck farming, along with the civilian Jobs at the 
Army bases, not only made Jobs plentiful but raised wage 
levels to a basis more nearly comparable with other parts 
of the country.
though -Orlando and Orange County are fortunate in 
not having a tremendous increase in juvenile delinquency, 
the Council feels very definitely the need for a planned pre­
vention program, is recognise the fact that our services to 
youth are inadequate and that facilities have developed in a 
spotty manner, leaving certain groups almost completely out 
of the picture*^ 'Hr - r.
Elimination of Predisposing Factors
The elimination of predisposing factors attacks the roots 
of crime * they attempt to eliminate -conditions that precede or * 
possibly cause delinquency, this type of program- tries to control 
such forces ass salacious literature and movies, ale holism, poverty, 
broken homes, slum and .inadequate housing, inappropriate child 
labor, and emotional disturbances.
A program of Eliminating Predisposing Factors is given for 
Dearborn, Michigan by Judge George f. Martini
Our school for parents has been operating for the 
past two years. Parents are placed on probation for various 
offenses in which children are concerned and as a condi­
tion of probation they are required to attend the school 
once every two weeks for one hour until their probationary 
period has expired.
the Dearborn Public Schools have cooperated most 
substantially in furnishing- a night school teacher to 
assist in the program. Also, the State Department of Education 
has been very beneficial.
®  «Goordinaticm of Tenth Services to Prevent Juvenile Delinquency*, 
pp. 35*36
Ibid, p. 39
Compulsory attendance, good. speakers, and a varied 
. program account for the success of our school.*'
We found that it was better to have a changing 
faculty of speakers and guest consultants for the reason 
that a certain number of parents have to be excused each 
session for good cause $ and upon their return It was more 
advisable to have them listen to different speakers rather 
than, .to a speaker .they had heard before.19
Another program with this emphasis, In operation is in
S t .  Louis, Missouri, the national Education Association secured
this Information written fey Helen 8. Pigeon, "Crime Prevention
by the Police" in the American Probation and Parole Association.
1944, which was ...used ■ in Coordination of loath Services to Prevent
Juvenile Cellncueney.^
the police d e p a r t m e n t  which is actually responsible only
for enforcement of the law, also records valuable information and
makes it known to the public and agencies concerned. Policewomen,
in pairs, are concerned with both individuals and conditions.
they concentrate a .great portion of their time in danger spots,
such as beer joints, cheap hotels, theatres, railroad and bus stations*
The policewomen make fdow-up referrals to agencies, they make
only minor adjustments themselves, and the public and private agencies
carry the real treatment burden. The program further suggested, that:
The recreational agencies should be more 
flexible in their programs which are not always 
attractive to the individualistic and agreaslve 
delinquent. There should be a wide stimulation of 
church and club activities.... The Social Planning 
Council has outlined an extensive postwar program 
in the interests of health, welfare, recreation and 
the control of delinquency.**
20 Ibid, p. 40
£1 National Education Association, Coordination of Youth Services, 
p. 40
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Biaeovery and treatment of Individual Delinquents
the third typo of program for method of control of 
Juvenile delinquency Is that of the discovery and treatment of
• . V
individual delinquents*
Superintendent of schools, Harry 1* Kriner, describes 
the program of Altoona, Pennsylvania, which represents this type#
the attendance laws are strictly but humanly 
enforced* • the enforcement of; those laws is closely ' 
connected with our guidance program, the administration 
of this program requires the cooperative effort of the 
truant officers, the school nurses, the attendance officers, 
the guidance' directors, the principals, and the school 
psychologist. A H  the work is coordinated by the super­
visor of guidance and attendance, law is not enforced 
for the mere sake of law enforcement, but the program 
is followed with the idea of having a complete under­
standing between the schools and the homes* The home is 
seldom ever visited by any one person, but by several 
different people depending upon the nature of the problem, 
thus developing a conference atmosphere in the home 
Instead of developing a heated argument* The supervisor 
has a good working relationship with the Juvenile Court, 
including its enforcement officers and the Judge. There 
is also a good working relationship developed with other- 
city and county officials. At no time do we hesitate to 
call anyone, such as a priest, a minister, a social 
agency worker, or a business man, who sight help to secure 
a better home-achool relationship in specific case s. 22
Camden, Hew Jersey has another plan of this type in opera­
tion, which has had an evolutionary growth, and was submitted by 
Leon I. Heulen, superintendent of schools and the Camden Board of 
Sduoatien. t o  four main points are a Parental Court,- Probation, 
Social Service, and Starr School.
22 Ibid, p. a
. The parental Court is a. plan whereby parents and their 
children are summoned to make known to parents the child1 s. .behavior 
and inadequacies and to discuss how improvement can he .brought about. 
When neglect ©r indifference is shown m  the part of parents,-they 
are warned of the consequences, and of the legal implications# if 
-the fault is found within the child and the probabilities of the 
condition becoming chronic is great, then he is placed on probation. 
Another aspect of the Court*® functions is referral to other agencies, 
or institutions. lost effective work, especially in area of family 
situations, lias'been known to improve tochild*® school situations. 
Many times parents ■ in, exasperation have brought children to the 
Baronial Court urging'that they-be «put away,n and the matter has 
been adjusted instead, Coordination has existed between the school 
attendance, department and social agencies and has -had good results 
in the, child’s readjustment to the home.
When the school has felt that the child needs closer 
supervision than, that ordinarily given, he is placed on probation.
If this and the Parental Court fall, the attendance department makes 
a comprehensive investigation of the home situation, and upon this 
diagnosis, referrals are made to to city, state, private, religious, 
.and other- organisations* If parental neglect of a child for the 
necessities of life is shorn, to child la referred to the society 
for.the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. When an outside adult 
is found to be causing to trouble, the facts are turned over to to 
police.
If a child has not i m p r o v e d  while <m probation, and the
investigation has not revealed any reason for hie behavior, the 
principal has the authority to send the child to Starr School for 
a period of fro® two days to two weeks* After the child returns 
to his school, if his behavior Is still unchanged, he is trans­
ferred to Starr School indefinitely* this is never done without 
a conference between the principal of the school and the chief 
of the attendance department* When behavior Is this anti-social, 
for the benefit of other children, it is deemed necessary to re­
move the child who is the problem*
As a last resort, in .instances in which probation and 
the parental court and social services have failed, the case is 
petitioned to the court. This petition includes parents as well 
as children*
Probation usually lasts for five weeks or until 400 
merit points are earned* Bad conduct causes an extension of pro­
bation* There are many ways of earning merit credit such as extra 
school work, services as monitor or traffic officer. Each pro­
bationer may earn normally BO points a week If he is present every 
session, on time every session, has a satisfactory conduct record 
and reports with his probation card at the Parental Court each 
Friday afternoon during probation. If a probationer fails to re­
port at the Parental Court on Friday when school is in session, 
his .parents will be summoned.
Garfield, in the same state of Kew Jersey, reported & 
very different kind of program for the discovery and treatment of 
individual delinquents, this communication was sent to the 
national, Education Association by John B. Bosoms, acting supervising
mprincipal, the mayor In 1938 appointed the Garfield ,Juvenile 
Gammissioo, m  a voluntary basis, to study the cause and cure of 
delinquency in the city. ■ Several years later, in. Joseph I. Todlno, 
a teacher and member of the Commission m m  placed by the School 
Board as a part of the school organisation, to Integrate the schools 
with this Cosaaisaion. later he became Director of what is now the 
Special Service Bureau, fie is assisted by ■an officer of the 
police department and a part time- nurse. In this- department his 
jurisdiction is consideration of all complaints involving juveniles, 
and maladjustment' cases, Whereas the' Court is invested with authority 
and legal powers, the Garfield Special Service Bureau serves as a 
supplement to the'Court. Or* ■ fodino has 'had to' refer very few of 
the juveniles to the court, and the court has referred many who were 
petitioned back to the SpedLal\ Service Bureau for adjustment, 
feselleat rapport exists between the Special Service Bureau and the 
court.
fbe Special Service Bureau has the facilities of a mental 
hygiene clinic and an opportunity class for subnormal children.
m  appraisal of the Special Service Bureau is given from 
the Garfield, flew Jersey Communication as follows*
m  believe- that oar .plans are successful, first 
because procedures are the outgrowth of community needs 
' rather than a plan imposed upon the City by someone 
unfamiliar with its .needs. Secondly, the Special Service 
Bureau is accessible in that it is not necessary to go 
through involved procedures to get to its head. A third 
reason for its success is the unqualified cooperation given 
to the Bureau by the local. Police department, and the fact 
that cases are promptly referred to the Bureau for adjust-
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-flout*' fhe greatest reason for its success, however* is the 
fact that the director is willing to put almost unlimited' 
time and energy into the-jot and Is available at almost 
any hoar of the day or ‘night, to anyone repairing the 
services of the Bureau.2!
in ios, Angeles* California* 1944-45# the schools worked 
oat procedures for .handling.; truancy cases with the Juvenile Court 
and Probation Department of ios Angeles City and County. A summary 
of ten- petitions* court appearances* and violations of probation 
between the public schools and.the Juvenile Court and Probation 
Department. mrnrnm the procedures are very outstanding this approach 
is as the others in thiagroup, attacked from only one method*
Descriptions of control of juvenile delinquency in which 
the approach is a combination of all three of the above methods is 
given* these programs. are much better rounded as they provide for 
the general welfare of youth* arrange for the. elimination of pre­
disposing factors m i  provide a procedure for discovering and treat­
ing individuals showing tendencies toward unsocial-behavior* .Bach 
of these programs are outstanding in organisation* procedures* m i  
activities* .effectiveness, and validations. - the author suggests for 
the purpose, of this project that the-approaches as described by 
Philadelphia* Pennsylvania! Syracuse*. M m  Xorki Salt lake City, Utah! 
and B m  Diego* California, are especially noteworthy# there is a 
great variety in these various city programs, and are lengthy and 
full# In the next chapter a proposed Juvenile delinquency prevention
mprogram will be given In which will he incorporated some el these 
effective procedures and activities in which the public schools 
took a leading role, and the coordination of activities with other 
agencies was well integrated.
I &**d Control gf Juvenile Pelincuency
the U. $. Attomey-Cksaeral, the Honorable Ur* fo® £. Claims.,
delinquency sad the rehabilitation of juvenile offenders. .la view 
of the significance of the problem, which seemed to exist in every 
community, he felt that it m s  necessary" to attack the problem on 
a nationwide basis. In hovember, 1946, he called the habtonal 
Conference m  Prevention and Control of Juvenile Delinquency, fhe 
purpose this conference was to recommend a program of specific 
action la the various fields which touch on juvenile delinquency 
problems * light hundred people trm the ■ United states attended
< ^S- 5
representing federal, .state, and local govmwent and private wel­
fare agencies, the work of the Conference was accomplished through 
individual, panels meeting simultaneously and reporting their re­
commendations back to the Conference, two panels of particular 
Interest to this project were* School and teacher Sesponslbilities 
and 0mra&lty Coordination. the other thirteen panels were* In­
stitutional treatment of Juvenile eelinquenta, Juvenile Court laws, 
Administration and Detention facilities, Bole of Police in Juvenile 
Delinquency, loath Participation, Cltisen Participation, itetal-
has been much interested in the cuases and remedies of juvenile
10
Health and Ghild-Guid&nce Oll&lcs, Casework and' Gamopwork Service a, 
Church J^aponsibiXibies, Soma Boapoaaibilities, Staiistica, and 
Rural Aspects. Bach report was a "tool for action* primarily at 
the cemmunltylevelj they contained a narrative, stating the pro* 
hie* or problems In the respective fields, and illustrated hen 
the problems have or have not been met. Suggestions for action 
that can' and should be taken are gives* More specific reeommenda- 
liens for action, by members of the community were included* fhen 
allocations to individuals or groups for the primary .responsibility 
of initiating the particular action and carrying it through. A 
handbook of specific operations was made for distribution so that 
each- community would know who . was to initiate a program* A con­
tinuing committee composed of eight members of the executive 
committee of' the Gonferenee was created’ to develop and execute 
plans and programs for the implementation of the recommendations.
Harry i* fruman, President of the' belted States of America, 
on January -27, if AS, .realising that the youth of ■ this Mation is its 
moat precious asset and best hope for the future, issued a Proclamation 
In the Proclamation he asserted *
Whereas the incidence of Juvenile delinquency 
is a reflection of the failure of our society to afford 
to all of its youth a full measure of protection and 
opportunity for health and happiness, and to inculcate 
in them a sense of the true values of life and citizenship 
• • •
1 do hereby call upon the people of the United 
States, in their homes and churches, in the schools 
and hospitals, in social welfare and health agencies, 
in enforcement agencies and courts, in institutions for 
the care of delinquent Juveniles, and in their hearts
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antI minds, to act, individually and together, for 
the prevention and control of juvenile delinquency, so that 
our children and youth say fulfill their promise and ho* 
com effective citiaena in our Ration*
the appeal made m e  to act upon the reecomendatloas of 
the Conference, and especially during the- month of April, If 4$, to 
hold state and. community conferences to reduce juvenile delinquency.
the panel on School and teacher Besponaifeiliiies em­
phasised the strategic position of the school, in the prevention of 
juvenile delinquency. Jb the purpose and scope of the panel on 
School and teacher Responsibility, it is stated that*
Assisted fey a H  other forces of the community, it 
. {the school) can and should fee the leader in a direct frontal 
attack on the p r o b l e m . 2 4
In the conclusions and recommendations, the report said*
It seems, therefore, appropriate to suggest 
here specific recommendation* for action. Because the 
schools belong to the people and because the people should 
have a part in saying wlmi the schools shall do, it seem 
inevitable that joint action on the part of the’ superin* 
tundent, his school staff, and representatives of cltltens1 
groups shall constitute the basis for initiating local pro­
grams, whether they.fee city-wide, district-wide, or county- 
wide in. their application., the local board of education or 
board of trustees .and local, governing bodies egge into- the 
picture to give force to the accepted progr**.*?
this panel outlined, five responsibilities of the school 
superintendent, his staff, and representatives of oitlseno groups, 
as follows*
(1) fe study the nature and extent of
juvenile delinquency in the community.
24 Rational Conference on Prevention and Control of Juvenile 
Delinquency - Summaries of Eecomendationii for Action, ^School & 
Teacher Responsibilities, p. 105
25 Ibid, pp, 105-106
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(2) fo evaluate the effectiveness of 
the echoed# a# a preventive agency 
(as outlined elsewhere in the report.)
(3) fo- develop a- plan for more effective 
action on the part of -the schools for 
prevention of juvenile delinquency be­
havior f such plan to be made in tense 
of commit? needs and conditions.
(4) fo submit such plan for the approval of 
the board of education and other govern­
ing bodies concerned.
(.5)- to take such steps as the following in 
the- prevention of the program.*®
In the responsibility outlined for the city, county, 
district (or parochial) boards- of education, this .panel report re­
commended that they study carefully the plan for prevention sub­
mitted by the superintendent, and if acceptable, give it full 
support. It also emphasised allocating necessary funds to carry 
out the juvenile delinquency program. It outlined specific step# 
for the school board in carrying out the program.
the Panel Eeport on C o m m u n i t y  Coordination concerned itself 
with the adequacy and balance of the Hofcal program” of service# 
to children and organised effort# to control and improve environ* 
meat* It discussed problems of coordination and utilisation of 
these services. Moreover, it gave guiding principles whereby 
communities -might- provide a- permanent means of planning and coordina­
ting their efforts.
2* ibid, 106
this Community Coordination Panel, showed the need for 
an adequate program and well determined principles by pointing 
out that delinquency is a problem, eoncerniag the whole community.
It is a oojapoaiteprobleai.Many organisations are involved. When 
a child-gets intodif floulty, the way he Is hsadled, .the facilities 
available for hie: guidance, the timing and -manner .In which, all 
Of these facilities go- -into action have a vital.. effect upon him# 
Cities of 50,000 population will have-25--to 40- -agencies, and . a. 
city of 500,000 as many as- 200 wtiHe some- smaller communities 
suffer from a paucity -of -agencies* '-Many; programs of service have 
*just grown” spasmodicallgr and '-the eoammnlty services ©a the whole 
are poor, and some- good, - As communities advance In their knowledge 
of-needs- of children, the community services-should.change and 
grow. It should he remembered juvenile delinquency affects all, 
not just the - offenders, • in cost, unhappiness, and personal In- - 
security* the problem is rooted in the basic strains within our 
culture, in-the conflicts, uncertainties and confusions -that' 
characterise many Americans, ■ and m s t -be- approached .in berasof 
values,-.'habits and structure of the. whole oonmunlty, a broad -com** 
munity approach.
Basic to a broad community approach is ■support of. all 
measures that contribute to the iB^ reveaetti of the total, life of 
the community and the living conditions of children*
there is much that the community as a whole can do for 
the prevention of delinquency. Besides the dally activities of
operating agencies and schools# there is a need in every community# 
according to the National Conference on the Prevention of Cuvenile 
heiinquency# for some continuing means of Jointly—
(1) Getting the facts about and stuping the total 
picture of community needs and resources as 
related to this problem*
(а) Promoting public understanding of the problem 
and the nays .in which the problem should be 
or is being handled in-the ooaasmityi
<|) .Promoting a Glanced growth .and maximum quality 
of community services in. this field*
(4) Eclating the problem of delinquency to other 
social problems so that it .is seen and handled 
with the proper perspective!
(5) Ooordlnatiag the service programs of all 
agencies dealing with children and youth*
(б) faking action to correct eesmgunlby conditions 
which contribute to' d e l i n q u e n c y . ^ ?
this 'project is concerned with ways In which the public 
schools - can coordinate the community activities. to- prevent Juvenile 
delinquency# and this panel, on community coordination has given 
recommendations for general coordination which are adaptable to 
school leadership* this panel# m  community coordination at the • 
Oonference# recognised that the very heart of comaunity coordination 
in a preventive program Is early discovery of behavior problems, 
proper referral and diagnosis and the diagnosis and integrated 
treatment, there are practical and specific types of e^wmity
, ' SaMssaI  ft^ fissisak a* tea Ug,
inouenoy. Summaries for BdCCMHBdaticn * *CcMuaity Coordlnatl
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cooperative activities which should be carried on in eenneeiioii 
. with this problem, these include*
(1) the maintenance o M  socl&l-service exchange.
(2) Provision for regular ease' conferences.
Cl) Development of a epecialited soelal-aerwiee 
department in schools, police and health 
departments,;'and related sources for early 
discovery of problems.
(4) forking out of casa-aXloeation agreements and 
reierral .plane*
(5) the pooping: of -related' services in a single 
administrative unit.
(6) training of volunteer counselors and key 
citizens, •
(?) Advertising of social . agencies*
(8) leighborhood coordination.
Community planning and-coordinating work as related to 
youth conservation falls Into four .large categories« economic, _ 
social, physical, and cultural planning, the panel gave good 
advice in suggesting that those interested in broad aspects of 
delinquency loin forces with already existing planning and coor­
dinating groups, they should seek to strengthen already existing 
agencies and institutions, and to direct attention toward over­
all. integration of the various types, of planning.
the. National Coof ereaee on Prevention of Juvenile Delin­
quency recognized the need for close working relationship among the 
principal planning bodies in the community. Underlying assumptions
®T5 3 t* p. n
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and principles* far social planning, which hal gram oat of long 
experience, had bean formulated by the community welfare movement.
these the Rational Ckuiference m  Prevention -of Juvenile Delinquency 
adopted and are as follows!
(1) the broadea+possible opmsorhip should be 
obtained from the very start in launching
a council locally*
(Z) the council, should cover the entire natural 
geographical area.
(3) Membership, and. participation should be m  the 
broadest possible M m ,  types of agencies in­
clude public health, welfare, and recreation 
departments f courts | schools and libraries} 
police} and -all voluntary social agencies.
Type® of civic organisations Include parent- 
te&cher associations, councils of -churches 
or ministerial associations, central labor 
unions, c'hambers of 4 m m r m  and other trade 
associations, the Junior league, medical 
society, dental society, league, of Women 
Voters, service clubs, veterans1 groups, and 
the federation of -Women's gluts*- Key citizens 
who do not represent, a specific - group should 
be individually -named*
(4) louth itself should play a part .In community 
planning* through counsel with youth their 
point of view and direct testimony should be 
obtained and considered in realistic planning* 
this represents a highly important change la 
practice in smmmity planning In many in­
stances*
(5) In delinquency planning projects, special care 
should be- taken to get the participation of the. 
police, courts, commercial recreation Interests, 
and others with special concern, in this pro** 
blem, in addition to regular welfare forces*
(6) The main -membership body must usually be broken 
down into a representative governing board and 
such special committees and divisions m  are 
needed to handle the various projects and pro­
blems as they arise*
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{7} frotmaiaml staff service £9 essential to 
results frost any ctxmualty planning
project.
(8) An adequate and objective source of funds for 
the council budget should he found.
(9) Councils have m  administrative authority and 
should get things done by the educational 
process of joint study and exchange of ex­
perience.
(10) Councils; should not operate direct social
services* hut & m  administer common services for 
agencies and t h e  general p u b l i c . ^ 7
WfMJMBMf Of UBM M  fiP* OTif
Principles deduced from all, of. the related literature 
overlap* therefor©* a summary of the deduced principles is givens
(1) Juvenile delinquency prevention programs should 
take into account the evidence that most criminals 
show definite antisocial tendencies of attitude 
and behavior early In childhood.
(2) An experimental attitude should glvem the establish­
ment and cond^t of programs.
(3) It cannot be definitely- concluded now that any
one method of crime control is necessarily superior 
to* or should 'fee- used exclusive of any other*. but 
a coaMnailoa of methods has efficiency.
(4) In most instances* children should be kept away 
from- the typical contacts with police' stations and 
courts* until acre scientific and sympathetic 
efforts have failed.
(5) A juvenile delinquency prevention program should 
recognise that children must have ample outlets 
for their energies* and adequate community re­
sources must be available.
^  Ibid, pp. 15-16
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(6) & comamniiy council should be launched by 
the sehdols in communities in which no 
ether organisation has a crime prevention 
programj lay and professional representation 
'< should- be broad, including youth.
(7) Councils should act operate social services 
but should administer c o m m  services for 
agencies and the general public.
these principles sill serve as evaluative criteria
for the recommended program.
CBAFfEB III
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PIIBLIO SCHOOL
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In terms of reports on aceompMshments of a number 
of school ay at ©me, bheSationa! Conference for the Prevention 
of Juvenile Delinquency substantiated the following sensational 
claim g
Schools of this country could reduce the 
delinquency rate seventy percent 'If adequately staffed, 
equipped and coordinated with other community agencies.!
Well staffed1 schools' are most effective- agencies for the 
prevention 'of juvenile delinquency, though, many schools are in­
adequately staffed and under equipped, they probably are among 
the agencies most effective in the prevention of delinquency, ha 
Spite of all that other agencies are doing for crime prevention, 
the problem cannot be met adequately without the full help and 
cooperation of the school system.
to reiterate, this conference concluded that the school 
should be the leader in a direct frontal attach on the problem, of 
juvenile delinquency prevention. William C. Kvaraceas, assistant 
professor of education at Boston University, an accepted authority 
on schools and juvenile delinquency, recognised the potential
 "’" "^ ’iuShane, Donald, »The Schools and Juvenile Delinquency,”
national Education Association Commission for Defense of Democracy 
through Education, February, 1947, pp. 100-101
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leadership of the school In a. preventive program when he wrote*
there is one agency that is in a strategic 
position to really coordinate forces and organisations in 
a systematized attack upon the problem, that agency to the 
school. Bat why the school? The school has all the children 
of all the peoplef it holds the child for an extended period 
of time | Its true alms and purposes are to develop well- 
behaved, useful ,eltis©ns! it la m  enduring agencyj it ■bee 
teachers who are' trained and: trainable to deal with youth.^
to this we night also add that the school is democratic, 
in principle, non-sectarian, and supported by the public. It it 
regarded as an integral part of the ecmwaiby. There Is no 
atmosphere of private philanthrophy. It not. only has entrance into 
every home., bat; the entrance is through a most Important concern, 
the children.
!• Ha Sslaa ill& I® sa assa ££ f°F the Invention of Qeilnoueney
Before school® undertake to coordinate the activities 
of other community agencies, they should evaluate their c m  school 
standard® and appraise their own-operational, activities for a 
preventive program. Heiha&t suggest® the flowing school evalua­
tions i
(1) I® the school organized to evaluate individual 
differences of its pupils and to provide work
suited to their’ abilities and Interests?
{a} Are the teachers trained to know the signs of 
pre-delinquency?
\
(3) Are the teacher® concerned not only with the 
educational progress of-their pupils but also 
with their conduct, habits, and attitudes?
' TS'lKTOeou®, William. C«, ^Schools tot load an Attack m  
Delinquency.” Nations School, toe, 1946, ?ol. 3?, Ho. 6, pp. 20-23
Are they willing to assume responsibility for 
understanding and helping the least fortunate 
and possibly more unattractive of their pupils?
(4) Does the school make adequate provisions for
identifying,-understanding, and adjusting pupils?
> •
(5) Is provision made for psychologists, school 
physicians, and other specialists, as well as 
visiting teachers?
(6) Does the school provide guidance and child 
service for all pupils?
(?) Is the school concerned with the moral growth
of the pupils and with providing the proper
leisure time influences?
(8) Is provision made for supervised use of play­
ground and school plant after school hours?
(9) Are the teachers properly prepared to take their 
place in the modern school? Is the class size 
such as to make effective individual work possible?
(10) Does the school assign its best teachers to
classes in delinquency areas and underprivileged 
neighborhoods?^
If a pivotal agency in the community, the school, succeeds 
in helping children to develop integrated personalities, health­
ful habits, attitudes, and interests and a sense of civic responsi­
bility, it has won a major battle in the prevention of juvenile 
delinquency, to win the battle, the school must realize that it 
teaches •children* rather than *subjects.* It must aim to give 
children a sense of accomplishment and to make the school experience 
a vital, happy, constructive one. This requires that the school 
program be centered upon the interests and needs of the pupils, and
3 DuShane, Donald, "The Schools and Juvenile Delinquency," 
Hatlonal Education Association Commission for Defense of Democracy 
through Education, February, 1947, pp. 100-101
aflexible enough to account for individual differences* the school _ 
program must be Revised so that children ■will master the most 
essential eluents for personal and. social adjustments, and demo- 
craiie livings, teachers should hare an understanding of child 
psychology and educational- psychology in order to recognise 
symptoms of maladjustment, knew how to help these children, or to 
make referrals* the school, can.no loihser.be Isolated from the 
rest of the. cououiilty m  m  institution to which children are con­
signed from nine to three o*clock, .It recognises the necessity 
for- concerning itself with the. total life of the child - with hie 
home, church, ploy, and all. other influences, besides the school 
that are educating him,
2. the School Should Beeo&nlae md Utilise ,p*s. Belatiomshio to Other 
agencies in Its Bfforts :|o greyeat Delinquency*
the school should see itself in its proper focus and re­
lationship of cooperation m d  coordination', to other Institutions 
and agencies, the family ,1s the basic social unit- and institution, 
fbe child’s earliest and most enduring association, is with the 
family ehjAhapes his personality, molds his attitudes, and gives 
him ethical values and standards of conduct. One of the primary 
essentials of a comprehensive program aimed at the development of 
wholesome personalities end. the prevention of juvenile delinquency 
must 'be the preservation of family life* -Schools are helping 
parents to meet better, the needs of their children by parent 
education, this Is being dene by such means as extension, classes
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in child car® and psychology, F.?.A* programs, counseling inter­
views, ehild-guidanee clinic®, school lectures, and school adult 
■ recreational activities.
Religion is a positive force In the prevention of juvenile 
delinquency, and the church is, its agency* . the lational Conference 
m  Bmvmbim of Juvenile Peliaquency in the panel on «0hurch 
Responsibilities1* asserted*
Religion la not sorely an adjunct or ally of 
other social.'forces combatting delinquency, but is 
fundamental to the best that.they have to offer**
Churches aspire to give their .members good attitudes, 
character .development, ethical values, appreciation of the worth 
of the individual, the fatherhood of god and divine kinship. Churches 
are sealous that everyone have life'and 'have it more abundantly, 
the church gives spiritual guidance- and often- serves m  a community 
center* Religion is fundamental to the building of good society 
and youth participation in it is necessary* ■ Areas, in which churches 
operate concretely are making, a contribution toward the prevention 
of juvenile delinquency such as the welfare and educational pro* 
grams of .religious groups, -the family, social*®ervice programs, 
amelioration of racial m d  other-social tensions that- disrupt the 
attainment of the common -good* Coordination of the services of 
the church with those of the school and other coassunlty agencies ii
^ Rational Conference on Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency, 
«Church Responsibilities1*, p. 90 ^
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necessary,
fbt schools recognise Recreational- and Character-*Bnildiag 
agencies* each as, fWQA, B&A,'boys clubs, Shouts, Campfire Girls 
and others* m  effective Instruments for the prevention of juvenile 
delinquency, Recreation ie a positive force -in the lives of all, ) 
especially young people, Recreation agencies feel the responsi­
bility to adequately provide for the .needs of all youth* regard** 
less of race, creed, or economic status, Beer eat ion mm% be given 
major attention In planning for the conservatiai and development 
of youth In the prevention and control of juvenile delinquency, 
Recreation cuts across many fields of organisation, and involves 
the cultural, social, physical, and moral welfare of many, the 
teaching profession needs especially to make the most of the 
therapeutic values of recreation when and where needed, through 
recreation program youth learns to b© secure., healthy, self** 
reliant, responsible, and self-disciplined,
r
the school should understand the philosophy of the 
juvenile court, it is not a court of criminal procedure. The 
children’s Bureau gives the juvenile court philosophy as followss
although It is a court in which legal Issues 
are decided and judicial' action is taken, the juvenile’ 
court is founded on the principle that all children 
brought before it are wards of the State, to be helped 
and protected rather than punished# it is concerned not 
so much with the specific offense for which a child la 
brought to court as with the child himself,*
W,Tri,,^ Tlnie^ .tandiiig Juvenile Qelinauency - Children’s Bureau 
Publication 300, p, 43
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Bvery state| by law, has established juvenile courts. 
Courts vary in their administration and effectiveness as a community 
resource. With the- expansion of specialised services in the schools, 
fewer cases should have- to Ini ■ petitioned to the court* The court# 
make use of specialised. school services extensively now. School 
personnel, psychologists, visiting teachers, and doctors can render 
excellent -service# .in juvenile delinquency prevention when they 
work jointly with children, the child who comes before the court 
unofficially, a# many do, needs the attention, of court .and school 
authorities* Mutual trust and confidence and close working relation- 
ships are needed between the school, the home, recreational, welfare,
and other agencies and institutions.
/
I* SSSSl iQhpel Should Assume* fig, t^ e Absence Other leadership*
School
the initiative for effective coordination, and joint 
*
planning, should be assumed by a school official, the superinten­
dent, or assistant superintendent, director of guidance, or m  
outstanding principal with qualities of leadership, a knowledge 
of community organization, and real enthusiasm would qualify*
One of the earliest cities to have instituted this 
school initiative was jersey City, Mew jersey* The .Mayor and 
Board of Education called a .meeting to discuss ways and means of 
preventing juvenile delinquency, the school was considered the 
logical agency to coordinate the program, and the assistant super-
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intsndent of schools was put In charge.^ Maintenance of con­
tinuous, and responalhle leadership is essential for effective 
group action. Of ail the agencies considered by the national 
Conference on Prevention of juvenile Delinquency, their report 
declared*
Because the schools belong to the people and
because the .people should have a part in saying what the 
schools shall, do, it stems inevitable that joint action 
m  the part of the superintendent,' his school staff, and 
representatives of citizens1 groups shall constitute the 
basis for initiating local programs, whether they be 
city-wide, district-wide, or county-wide in their appli­
cation. the local board of education or board of trustee®, 
and local government bodies seme Into the picture to give 
force to the accepted program.?
§mm$m
The first step-in the process of a preventive program 
is to call together a small group of the leadership .in schools, 
.religious, health,, and welfare fields,, law enforcement, labor, 
civic and Industrial and recreation groups, private and public, 
this meeting should be held under school auspices, and, the school 
building used, as a meeting place.
the group may study the local extent of juvenile de­
linquency and how well the control methods are or .are not meeting 
the needs and problems, the school official should have secured 
Information from some central point In the community concerning 
the basic facts about children of the community, their need® and 
problems, the services and opportunities afforded them. A
i ietails of this program were given in Chapter II of this 
study.
? National Conference for Prevention of juvenile Delinquency, 
^School and teacher Responsibilities", pp. 105-106
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population census of youth should bo secured. : Community facts 
about job opportunities, economic rating, housing, mobility of 
the population, incidence of disease and social breakdown, social 
conflicts of race and religion which affect youth, should be 
examined. Standards of the services of schools, courts, churches 
and other agencies should be compared as to adequacy and efficiency. 
Court and police records and statistics used to measure the over­
all status- of the eamunlty, should be exsidyned. this procedure 
Is that recommended by the national Conference for Prevention of 
Juvenile Sellnqueacy. though the cm&m of crime are complex and 
many, they should be discussed from local standpoints.
Organizing the CoonoU
the school official might lead the group in a discussion 
of the matter and decide whether or not- an attempt, should be made 
to create a council. It is sound principle to build upon any 
already existing organisation rather than to start a new one, if 
such m  organisation exists. Often there is a council, of social 
agencies, community chest social planning committee,, or health 
council which might be strengthened to carry out this function.
In many instances a strong committee m  juvenile delinquency could 
be organised. If there is no effective organization performing 
this duty, the school should do so.
If the group decides upon a council organization, it 
should proceed to draw up an inclusive- list of individuals and 
organisational representatives to be asked to attend a larger
meeting. A good speaker frrn some community jn which a success­
ful council is In operation would be helpful at this stage, fro- 
vided the group has an earnest desire to set up a council, definite 
action should take place through an approval, appointment of a 
committee to draw up a constitution aid by-laws, and selection of 
a temporary chairman.
Isa* *£ St
this council should be given a title pertaining to 
children and youth, and, also-, include the name of the city or area, 
the area- considered should cover the natural, geographical area. 
Suburban neighborhoods should be included, m  legal ■ boundaries, -although 
such boundaries are often Illogical. As an example, the St. fatal 
Experiment carefully limited their project to three public schools, 
four parochial schools, and ten churches.
Membership
Principle six suggests that broad participation- should 
be- provided in the council, both lay -and professional, .and youths' 
themselves should have representation. the- professional, or 
Organisational*1 membership might include the chief executive of 
each of the organisations which participate and the lay repressm** 
tatlves, one appointed or elected from each of these organizations, 
the youth representation might Include -student government presidents 
from schools, colleges, and apprentice schools, and presidents of 
existing social clubs, and church organizations. Representation 
might be chosen from governmental agencies Including schools,
mhealth, libraries, welfare, recreation, law enforcement, probation, 
planning commissions and governing bodies of on its of local govern­
ment. Private agencies would includes family welfare agencies, 
youth- organisations, community centers, children1* agencies, and 
groupwork and recreational agencies, 0ivlc organisation repre­
sentation might be dram from wonen** clubs, service dubs, parent- 
teachers associations, veterans organisations, and auxiliaries, 
and chambers of commerce,, the religious participation .would include 
Protestant, Oathdic, dewish clergymen, councils of churches, 
ministerial associations, and church youth organisations. Industrial, 
business, professional, and trade unions form another group* the 
Newport lews and $t. Paul Projects both made effective, use of this 
method.*
the committees might be recommended by the board and 
chosen by the group. ttBivlslontt committees might include groups 
divided into family and child welfare, .re-creation, informal edu­
cation and .health. Standing committees requiring specialised 
staff, called d^epartment** committees, include committees m  re­
search, operation of the social service exchange and public relations, 
and the appraisal committee.
Securing' full-time Professional leadership for the Council
the school official should help the council in the 
selection of a capable paid executive secretary for the council*
It is the secretary* $ responsibility to see that the council 
functions. & person trained in public relations or community
morganisation, a * t m m  engineer* is: to be desired. the' duties ■ 
of this position require not. only m  ability to do administrative 
detail., ■ hat also leadership, poise, tact, and understanding of 
human nature and ooa8mit$r-orfeniigatien principles, it should 
mho surveys, conduct Inquiries, gather and analyze facts for the, 
council. He ■ should keep records of council deliberation. .Host 
important, he should.assure continuity In..council operations, and 
keep, good. wiH among the .ambers, is can direct volunteer workers, 
also. If a fall-ilist secretary should not be needed or cannot be.. 
afforded, a part-time secretary should be secured*
Financial Support
Definite support is needed for the council In the tam 
of a budget, which should be on an annual basis. Hie .reoosseiida- 
bleu for the budget should come through the Community Chest, or 
should be provided from public sources by direct public appropria­
tion, from the funds of an official community planning body, or 
fro® the mayor's contingent fund*
School representation should make ■■a requisition, for any­
thing that they think should be included for the school In the 
budget.
Hie Children's Bureau advises that!
the funds should be sufficient to provide 
for adequate staff, public Information service, the 
mimeographing of material for consideration by 
the commission or council, .and the printing and 
distribution of publications presenting findings 
and proposals to the public.8
rn^ BttUZbMjt the M u r e  |jr Children and louth, Children's 
Bureau, Publication 310, April, 1943, p. 47
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flue and Place of Meeting
fhe school building should bo offered for a permanent 
mating place* Beating members around a large table Is desirable 
because, under this arrangement, some feel more free to express 
themselves* Kegul&r meetings and board meetings should be held 
at least each month, and committee meetings should be arranged at 
the discretion of the chairman. The agenda should b© carefully 
planned in advance, and limited in length as the time of many 
representatives la valuable*
Development of Cooperation and laorit d© Corasmmmmrnmmmmmmmmimm' ***** mmmm* d v M M h a
the ajps and purposes of the council should be broad 
and flexible to permit an eclectic, combined method of attack on 
Juvenile delinquency, the council should serve as a means to that 
end* It should study, plan, stimulate, and advise on development 
and coordination rather than operate a community program or activity* 
this carries out the principle of evaluative criteria*
the school should especially give leadership in planning, 
studying, advising, and stimulating coordination of efforts, the 
school personnel might be expected to have had more formal education 
than the representation at large, teachers generally know how to 
organise material and write well* they continually read and study 
professional literature in education, child development, and related 
fields, teachers and school administrators are often forceful 
public speakers who have no hesitation In expressing their view# 
clearly to a group.
nOne aim should be for the council to serve m  m  
Instrument through which groups can develop esprit de corps and 
achieve cooperation* the agenda can be made inspirational. To­
gether member# loam what la .happening to youth and their needs, 
review legislation affecting children and youth, appraise services 
for youth, get the benefits of consultations from authorities in 
various fields, examine statistical facts, knew each others factions 
and limitations*
In the St* F&ul tsperlmai, the -need for help from the 
ehild-welfare- agencies was no more real than the need the agencies 
had for help fro® the school.*. Sometimes coordination did not 
appear effective in this situation, but the fact that coordination 
can result, is seen from the following quotations?
The schools many times questioned the value 
of the service project, and the project staff often 
wondered whether some batter approach to the children 
of the community might have been. made. However, by 
working m  a ease-hy-oas* basis,- focusing attention on 
service to the' child and. frankly facing- the obstacles 
in the form of persona1 attitudes and the structural 
difficulties that prevented service from reaching a 
child, the project staff developed a closely coordinated 
program with the -schools which served as a starting 
point for a much more elaborate program for the city as 
a whole*
Responsibility for coordinating the project1# 
work with that of the schools rested upon the school 
social worker and the project1# experience and. this 
proved a satisfactory arrangement. *. * Although the 
school, social worker by virtue of her training has a 
special contribution to make to such a development 
and is undoubtedly in a position to hasten it, progress 
toward better- coordination may be made by workers 
without this training if they approach the task with 
equal acceptance of both social work and educational
nprograms and with mdsrstandlri of the important
rol# each mat play in a well-rounded community
-, ..— -^ . ^—-- ^  ..»■■«. Mm. !*,«& * i~T« «ri iT>-a« 7’program tor cniiaren.'
4n opportunity it afforded here for each agency to 
leam- more about the. activities of the others, it it m  
opportunity whereby the workers in. various agencies, all' making 
a contribution toward reduction of Juvenile delinquency, can 
.know each other personally, this makes for good esprit de corps. 
£ &  fPfPP?- IhtuM B& §& teltpMlt for the Coordination of Services 
Perhaps the most important aim for the council la to 
serve m  m  instrument through which all community agencies can 
coordinate their services for the welfare of all. the practical 
and specific types of. cooperative activity or technique# which 
should he -carried on In this connection ares social service 
exchange, case ccnferencss, mutual understandings, and working 
agreements, inch of these will he explained.
.Schools have frequent need for social service'-exchange 
information. 4 teacher or principal or worker in the special 
services of the school may need- mere • information' on "clearances* 
than the school has or is able'to-secure. Jemeilases pupil, or 
parent is not willing to divulge certain facts or- might be em­
barrassed to give them.
the types of services might be financial, assistance 
ITcm the church or another private agency. Public assistance
9 Children in the Community ~ Children*® Bureau Publication, 
So 317, i946, ppT*95-98
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categories of Aid to Dependent Children, Aid to Blind, Aid to 
Crippled Children ere' available. Sometimes the parents are 
recipients of Old-age Assistance or Social Security benefits. 
Health agencies, such as tbs visiting nurse and tbs Tuberculosis 
Association have had or are currently giving theircservices to 
school pupils. Juvenile court cases are recorded bp* the Service 
Exchange, giving the. charges, petitions, dates, and dispositions 
of cases.; 
the Exchange
the ♦exchange* la social service administra­
tion is m  agency or administrative unit developed 
traditionally as a clearing house for the exchange of 
information among public and private social agencies, 
the- means used is that of establishing and mintstning 
a central index of the case records of the health and 
welfare agencies in a given territory. The Index cards, 
on the cam principle as the cards of a library catalog,. 
r*eopd; only1' essential information, such as .names, 
addresses,’and other similar data needed to identify 
Individuals or families receiving relief or other services, 
and the names of the social agencies in the community 
that have the social case records, ho social, data such 
as need, current status, social history, or service 
rendered, are .recorded. It is an Inexpensive but effective 
tool by which the knowledge accummulated by social, agencies, 
both public and private, can be quickly located and 
utilised in the constructive care of families and in­
dividuals in need and also by which duplication of 
service or relief can be prevented. Thus, service to 
clients can be coordinated and cooperative rather than 
duplicating and competitive. Agencies are'’connected1 
-with, one another through inquiries to the index on 
somewhat the same principle as a telephone exchange 
operates.*®
The question of organizing or reorganising clearance
*® Social Service Exchange, federal Security Administration, 
Social Security Board, Bureau Circular, Humber 14, January, 1943* p. 1
nservice m y  arise Ini (1) ccasualties in which a number of 
adequate exchangee exist, but without coordinated relationship 
among them; (2) communities in which exchangee exist but in which 
the existing exchanges do not meet adequate standards of administra­
tion of service*
In each of these situations, the first- step ixt regard to 
the exchange is to plm for consultation among the important 
agencies interested and to review the whole situation with respect 
to the need for an exchange, the kind of .service required, and the 
resources available, the chief points to be considered in deter­
mining the need for the development olf reorganisation of an exchange 
arei
(1) the number of separate agencies involved*
(2) Sis# of their case loads*
(3) Eelationshlps between the agencies.
(4) Availability of other facilities for clearing 
infoimtlcn*^
An exchange benefits the client or individual and pro­
tects his vital interests
(1) %  facilitating the coordination of services 
available to him, thereby giving hifl\easier 
and speedier access to them and making bi«**Vv€/ 
services so provided more effective*
(2) By saving him from the necessity of making 
duplicate applications and from being needlessly 
shunted back and forth among agencies; and
^  Ibid, p. 9
(3) S|y protecting him from the nuisance and em­
barrassment of overlapping and duplicating 
investigation, than shielding bis- privacy, 
bis sense of responsibility, and personal 
dignity.^
the estabXishaient of a social stride# exchange was m m  ■ 
of the objectives of the Iswpori lews Project which failed* Frequent 
us© was made of it in the St. Paul Project. &  the jersey City 
Project, the American lei Cross was operating a central clearing 
system which la similar to the social service exchange, today, 
exchanges are prevalent, are statewide in thirty states, and 
exist in many cities of first- and second class. Passage of the 
Federal Social Security Act has greatly fostered them.3^
Mutual ■ gadargiandlim and forking Agreements
Mutual understanding and working agreements should be 
incorporated in the program of the council. All persons and agencies 
working' with children who have actual <sr potential behavior pro­
blems should have their- own functions clearly defined* they should 
know bow to .bring Into play all of the other community resources* 
this means that referral plans and case allocation agreements must 
be jointly developed by all of the operating agencies concerned.
Many cities have established central information and 
referral centers, so that persons seeking service can readily get 
proper Information* An interesting system of volunteer ®counselors® 
among the membership of Industrial type unions 'has been developed
nand promoted by the Community Services Committee of the CIO, 
and la aimed at this same problem. Many family welfare agencies 
write article# in the newspapers suggesting pre-marlt&l help and 
domestic affairs counseling that 'they can offer
limy ministers have counseling and marital hygiene 
courses in. their theological training and offer counseling service, 
to parishioners and others.
Mention was made of a summary of agreements between the 
t m  Angeles City Schools and representatives of the Juvenile Court 
and Wob&tim Department.^ this is a procedure for handling 
truancy cases and relates to the filing of petitions, court appear­
ances, and violations of probation.
One objective of great significance which the Council 
might undertake would he to stimulate case conferences, too often 
petty jealousies among agencies, gaps in services, and duplication 
of services have resulted when a problem case ha# been handled by 
one agency without conferring with other interested or particle 
pating agencies. Hhen a school child is in difficulty at the Juvenile 
Court, certainly both pre-trial and rehabilitation should be entered 
into by both the court and the school for the benefit of the ‘whole* 
child. Orlando, florid#, one of the programs described by the 
national Education Association affords m  example of the advantage
^  Haticnal Conference on Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency, 
“Community Coordination,** p. 13
15 Chapter II of this study, p* 40
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of ease conferences;3-^ Often a case involves other agencies such 
as child care, foster taaes, relief, recreation groups, church 
organisations and others •
Conferences between schools and court can be scat helpful 
to the child. Courts mmd trm. the school information and suggestions 
concerning the social history of the pupil., important factors in 
the social history include health, child1 s personality and traits, 
family and school adjustment, and school record, k school might 
give a resume in a written form or over the telephone, but for a 
problem so delicate .and complex as a child’s delinquency, this is 
inadequate. The workers need to get together and discuss confi­
dentially every significant aspect of the child’s life for his 
better adjustment. The health record should include serious ill­
nesses -and accidents, or any current physical disability. Any 
■special behavior difficulties are significant.^ la regard to the 
child’s family, the composition of the family, attitude of child 
toward parents and relatives, housing, and neighborhood, and economic 
status s&ght be supplied to the court fey the school, fkm school’s 
psychological testing results give the court a scientific basis for 
understanding the child. The tests should include .intelligence, 
diagnostic and achievement, vocational, and projective techniques 
such as the Eorschach method of personality diagnosis and Thematic 
Apperception Test. The court needs to know the grade the child is
"chapter 11 of this study, p. 41
*7 See Key for Classifying Behavior Difficulties, Appendix I 
of this study.
nla* progress la grade* grades repeated* attendance* and truancy 
la the past* the court In interested to know the school*® effort 
to meet the child’s academic, needs-, and ©&tr&~cu*McuX*
interests, the school frequently can give information concerning 
the child’s eonoanlty adjustment, Helpful facts would be the child’s 
adjustment to M o  friends, neighborhood, social activities, and 
church.
School personnel can profit by the conference technique, 
the court aiight have secured facts in their investigation which 
sight be unknown to the school, the school should be interested 
in the complaint, 'petition- or charge, the court sight reveal to 
the school how the child feels about his situation and -his atfci- 
tude toward the school, court and parents.
Ifeny school guidance specialists need to make use of 
guidance conferences, the guidance worker discovers a pupil’s 
aptitudes, needs,- and interests. Be aides the student .In -develop­
ing his aptitudes effectively! tries to enlarge M e  interests .§ and 
help M m  meet hie problems constructively. In re-directing or 
adjusting a child to a problem, the guidance specialist can be 
assisted by the thinking of ethers, for in guidance con­
ferences, the guidance counselor often needs the teacher,- principal, 
psychologist, visiting teacher worker, employer, doctor, nurse, 
speech therapist or any other spedaHsh who might be involved in 
the study of the child.
Activities which the school should engage in aret
n(1) Providing in-service training for teachers 
In the areas ©f child’s emotional growth, 
psychology, mental hygiene, counseling, 
groupwork, casework, and related subjects 
so that they will be better qualified to 
understand child behavior.
(2) School should make their school plant* 
attractive, and afford play areas for 
recreation.
(J) Schools might sponsor teen-age downtown 
and neighborhood Centers*
(4) Establish better libraries and equip them 
with audio-visual and phonographic materials.
(5) free individual music and art lessons to 
children with talent who cannot afford 
private lessons.
(.4) 4 varied and c^aprehenaive adult education 
program of both instruction, mad recreation 
offered in the- evenings. Hoffismaklng, 
child care, and child psychology should be 
taught, art -and shop courses are also to 
be meomraanded.
(?) ■Quldmm conferences including both school, 
professional, business and industrial per­
sonnel representation.
(8) hygiene clinic and opportunity class for sub­
normal children as maintained in cities, such 
as §&r£ield,' Michigan.
6. &a sm sss  s e &a *  !a*4£j»UBS &«3szStegs&sgl§SaaM M e
locate Agencies' Especially iell-ouallficd to Perform Certain 
Stoiiti* Services.
there are certain specific activities' that a school 
gpsmaored community codicil might -encourage m  appropriate agency 
to undertake. Examples of activities which may thus be delegated
mto appropriate agencies are taken from the Hation&l Education 
Association summary of programs* Others are fsneraiited by the 
author, who has had school and court experience, and are not 
substantiated by reference to particular communities* the list 
Is as follows s
(1) School census should be taken frequently as 
in Ransas City, Missouri.
(2) A parental court might be developed as described 
' in. Gamden, H. 1. program.
Cl) Constructive. cutlets for the excess of the
energies of youth may be found in such agencies 
asi Announcers Glebs, Aeronautics, Book Club, 
Dramatic Club, Boys life Saving, Beginning and 
Advanced Social Dancing Clubs, Boys Camp Cooking, 
..library Club, Outdoor' Glut, Conservation and 
Hlflery, Homemakers Service Club, Band Section 
Rehearsal, Sketch and Daub, First Aid, Bed Gross 
Service Club, Girls Glee Club, Boys Glee Club, 
Publications, Ickleetos, Monitor and traffic, 
Girls life Saving,- Skating and .Bikings, Crafts; 
Bay City, Michigan makes use of all of these.
(A) Glasses in ^Selecting a Mate* and ^i&rriage 
Relationships*’ as in operation In Bay City, 
Michigan.
(5) Supervised youth-add adult recreation in com* 
petitive sports, outdoor swimsdiig, playground 
activities and indoor sports* Canton, Ohio, 
included such activities In its. program.
(6) Establishment of a Junior loath ielfare Council, 
consisting of students representing public, 
parochial, and private secondary schools, colla­
borating with welfare councils for prevention of 
juvenile delinquency. Sliaabeth, I. J., and Hew 
fork Oity have Junior tenth Half are Councils.
(?) Orgaaltailoii of neighborhood clubs fey visiting 
teachers. Massillon, Ohio, has emphasiaed tbi#.
($) Arrangement of programs on special nights, such 
as Halloween, -fey adult education classes’ and 
youth jointly. Biehmond, Virginia has avoided 
much Halloween vandalism fey this plan.
(9) Baek'-'to^ echool- programs^ . I alamaaoo, ■Michigan 
has - feesn successful with their program in. this 
connection.
(10) Pevelopaent of student canteens for organised 
dancing and recreation. Board of directors are 
elected fey youth. School or Council sponsor. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan likewise advocates this in. 
a echoed, council.
{11} Sstafelishmant of a foyery, similar to a circu­
lating library* except it lends toys to children. 
Skate#* dolls, wooden' soldiers, bicycles, base­
balls, and footballs are among the free-lending 
toys* • lew fork Slty is one city which operates 
a foyery.
{12} Seeking interviews with theatre managers, re- • 
questing cooperation on approved motion pictures, 
and that children not fee sold tickets for per­
formances during school hours, or after curfew 
hours. Salt lake City put ■ special emphasis on 
this theatre situation.'
(13) A well-organised progrm of self-government, 
in public apprentice and parochial schools, and 
colleges, with representation on a Sommunifcy 
Council for active participation.
(14) Schools In which parents are placed on probation, 
for committing. offenses against children, or 
neglect of children operated by courts. Gamdea, 
Mew dersey operates successfully a Parental Court
(15) Showing of "Crime Does Mot Pay® action picture# 
fey civic groups, schools, and commercial theatre#
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(16) Field trips and excursions to interesting places 
locally and out-of-town.
(If) Schools should cooperate'with churches in .the 
instructional and- recreational programs for 
youth#
(18) Conferences on parental problems.
■7* .Hi School Should lirtMiaate to thf Appraisal of |§e Program 
III. funeral and Its W m  Contributions to Particular.
As new educational reejSa’tional* religious, health, and 
social, problems appear to the community* they, should ..he studied 
and evaluated by the Appraisal Committee, 'toe school personnel 
will discuss new problems- with, utmost frankness and objectivity 
among themselves.and then, with the council, to some case® the 
committee to whom this problem, is delegated will put their find­
ings and recommandaticns before the Board or whole Council, to 
most .cases., after appraisal of all factors concerned, some common 
basis of approaching the solution to the problem will be reached 
and the agency best suited to handle the particular situation 
should 'be called into the conference# this practice was. used 
effectively during the strain of many problems to World War II#
.Say City, Michigan has operated a Problem Appraisal 
Committee for three years which might serve as a model# toe Committee 
does not interfere with or attempt to dictate the program or 
methods followed by an particular group, but concerns itself only 
with those things which affect the community as a whole, toe 
committee has been composed of the Superintendent of Schools,
President of the Ministerial Association* Executive Secretary of
f ft
m i. . o
mthe Community Chest, the Supervisor of Catholic Charities, and a 
Jewish rabbi, they meet every Thursday, and frankly discuss certain 
problems and the community implications. A quotation from the 
National Education Association report' sayst
Each has an opportunity to express hie position 
or method of dealing with the particular situation after 
careful appraisal of all factors concerning some common 
basis of approaching the solution to the problem* the 
agency best suited to handle the particular situation 
is called into the conference*^
the comaiity council should stimulate agencies to a 
continuous self-evaluation. Social agencies and juvenile courts, 
as wall as schools, have evaluative criteria by which their personnel, 
procedures, practices, and methods may be evaluated to determine 
if they are giving standard service*
VALimtim n  m m  gg jjg| mcmm mam mm
this project, «The lei® of the School in a Cooperative 
Program for the Prevention of' Juvenile Delinquency** has been con­
cerned with the contribution which the public schools can make in
\
contributing to and in coordinating community activities to pre­
vent juvenile delinquency. A study was made of effective programs 
in many coosaunities. A proposal was made for the school to take 
the initiative in forming a council, to integrate, implement and 
coordinate the activities for a youth program to prevent juvenile 
delinquency, the process of organising a school sponsored community 
eouatil, its aims and activities has been recommended. This proposal
in“i ii- rr-n r-r  r r .  -»n..i
"Coordination of fouth Services to Prevent Juvenile Delin­
quency,1* June, 1942, p. 57
is compatible with and can be validated by the summary of deduced 
principles for a juvenile delinquency program as given in this 
study.1^
the program seeks to take into account the fact that moat 
criminals show definite anti-social tendencies of attitude and be** 
havior early in childhood. Child behavior is the product of 
force# within the child*# own make-up and his environment, inti** 
social tendencies of attitude and behavior grew out of unfortunate 
personal relationships or may reflect .inadequate education and 
guidance. The study and early diagnosis of every boy and girl, who 
shows either a beginning or well-established pattern of wrong be­
havior, should be assured in the schools. Then the school# should 
reach out to all other appropriate community resources to further 
aid these children. These resources include the homo, church, 
recreation and character-building agencies, civic clubs,, .clinics, 
welfare and health, organisations, and others.
An experimental attitude has governed the proposals set 
up In this project. Three level# of crime prevention controls have 
been reviewed. A combination of any of these, adaptable to the 
particular community, has been suggested. The organisational plan 
is simple and flexible, the council as set up is free to determine 
its own program. The activities are many, varied, and give an 
eclectic approach to the prevention of Juvenile delinquency. The 
discussion does not assert that there is any one or best solution I
mto the- problem of preventing juvenile delinquency. It does 
advocate that communities he alert to many phases 'elf -the problem, 
and that aims and' methods -be continually adapted to changing con­
ditions in an effort to reduce -delinquency to a minimum.
this program emphasizes that children should be kept 
away trm police and courts until more, scientific and sympathetic 
effort® have been tried. Schools should provide specialised services 
and employ teachers who have* m  understanding of educational and 
child psychology. School® should evaluate their own services. It 
was urged that the school coordinate its services in a two-way 
referral with other youth agencies .to prevent Juvenile delinquency. 
Juvenile court and school case studies and mutual agreement pro­
cedures were proposed.
that a Juvenile delinquency preventive program should
i
recognlae 'that children have ample outlets for their energies 
was recognised in the ■ emphasis given to recreational, character 
building., and church activities with which .the school should cooperate# 
the program recommended a flexible'Xttrrleulum, and an understand­
ing of individual - difference® In the school, 'the extensive list 
of suggested activities makes provision for ample outlets of 
energies.
Because of the school*® position in the ecmnlty, it 
should serve as a spearhead in the over-all attack against the many- 
sided problem of juvenile delinquency, fh® responsibility of the 
school to give an adequate program for each boy and girl to identify
mand help potential delinquents and to work with parents and 
neighborhood leaders was made dear. Considerations which suggest 
that the school should Initiate a council and exercise leader­
ship were elaborated. Jb the organisational process* ley* pro­
fessional, and youth participation and representation was suggested.
that councils should not operate direct social services 
hut should administer common services for agencies and the general 
public is emphasised in the proposed program* ttm role of the 
school is first'to make its own program function adequately* fhe 
school, through the council* -sets up- the machinery for better 
interact! cnand coordination of each respective agency.
(mcummu
M  all services retried as Important to the prevention 
of juvenile delinquency, the school occupies a strategic place, 
this project accepted the p h i l o s o p h y  that each school child must 
be treated as a whole, and his problems as a unit, regardless of 
the number of problems or the areas of his life affected* School
personnel can observe characteristics* activities* emotions, and
/
social relationships for years before a child has a distressing 
outbreak*
School personnel should record significant observations 
for school use and make available to other community agencies* at 
the. right time, certain information. Other agencies can function 
more effectively if they consult with the school and recognise that 
the public school constitutes the one agency best fitted for a
mplace pi major importance in observing, guiding, developing, end 
reporting the behavior of children.
Teachers c m  assist children in being more normal and 
happy; and they can help prevent Juvenile delinquency by varied 
contacts* They m m  also utilise the services offered by other 
community agencies*
ho one agency alone can assume the responsibility of 1 
preventing Juvenile delinquency . • A prevention program must secure 
the interest and cooperation of all agencies dealing with youth 
and eitlsens of the community, it furthermore behooves the school 
to help plan and coordinate the services of a H  agencies to pre­
vent juvenile delinquency.
The public school has long given profound thought to the 
planning and teaching of a better social order for all people.
Fro® this study of the alms, procedure®, and activities conducted 
by many cities for the prevention of juvenile delinquency, we 
see that progres® is being made. It has been proclaimed that schools 
can reduce delinquency seventy percent. If the school will act 
on a suggested program, it can aid In lifting the social order to 
a higher level.
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TABLE |, - I'UKBER OF ARRESTS OF P5RSON5 UNDER TLOTTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE 
(Detail given o n l y  for those, crimes for which more than 2 2  percent were 
committed by persons under twenty-one.)
Offenses
_
Arson
Auto theft * 
Burglary
Forgery
Larceny
Rape
Robbery 
Suspicion 
Traffic a/
Vagrancy 
Weapons 
All other
_______ Arrested in 1%0
Number Percent
Number under under
arrested twenty-one twenty-one 
2
_______ Arrested in 1945_______
Number Percent 
Number under under
arrested twenty-one twenty-one 
5 6 7
1,081
13,3o4
34,829
7,105
62,440
6,031
33,251
62,090
15,451
53,664
5,684
314,023
205
7,117
15,620
1,078. 
20,008 
1,592
3,813
13^310
2,831
8,811 
1,014 
30,899
19.0
53.3
44.8
15.2
32.0
26.4
28.8
21.4
18.3
16.4 
17.8
9.8
■■614
17,739
29,303
4,233
50,560
6,702
14,795
36,P56
9,066
166 
10,864 - 
14,588
1,041
16,953
2,015
5,205
11,145
1,902
33,488 9,33-4
7,986 1,834
333,260 38,969
27.0
61.1
49.3
24.6
33.5
30.1
35.2
30.9
21.0
27.8
23.0
11.7
Totals 609,013 106,293 17.5- 543,852 113,996 21.0
a/ Parking violations and driving while intoxicated included in "All other." Data 
jselected from annual FBI Uniform Crime Reports for 1940, p. 210; and for 1945, p. '( ?
TABLE - ARRESTS IN 1945 SEGREGATED BY AGES UNDER TWENTY-ONE
Number of arrests by ages
Total Total 
under for
Under twenty- all
Offenses fifteen Fifteen Sixteen Seventeen Eighteen Nineteen Twenty one ages
HjRflHH
a/ Parking violations and driving while intoxicated included"in "Ail other." Date 
selected from annual FBI Uniform Crime Reports for 1945, p. 117.
£ Vo.— ^
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FIGURE Ii:. , - NUMBERS OF BOYS AND GIRTHS INVOLVED IN JUVENILE DELINQUENCY CASES DIS­
POSED OF BY FIFTY-SIX COURTS
Juvenile delinquency cases
Total
0______ 10______ 20______ 20______ AO______ 50______ 60______ 70 80
TABLE 3. - REGIONAL -INCREASES FOR EIGHT OFFENSES 
KNOWN TO THE POLICE, 19 AC TO 1945
Percents of increase in three regions of
the United StatesR/__________
Offenses Eleven Twenty-one Sixteen Total
we stern northern southern forty-eight 
states states states states
a/ Data se3.ected from the annual FBI Uniform Crime Re­
ports for 1945, p. 82-86.
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£ea4MU» SZftimiiMmt- Zmtv&Q. omm m£®rr®& tw&mm- of
classroom %m m&t or all aui^ eotci*
Mtaataasn irragularitlesi Imlw&m mmm in nbsmm- imm mlmoZ
m  is & pmbZms*
Conflict with aufttax&ty* Zmlw&s mmm in s&tieb tfea « M M  is  %m conflict
with, authority to th® km®# the or tha
$cmttB&tgr$ mmm in ahioii. the child in '
'gNmnt&X smkmt or I#. gos*or»XXy inoorrlgifeXoi 
apsi «*»«* of 4£&titaadl«n&or so£
(Conflict with. authority 01 fiers* from faiXXaro 
to olmars* ml&tte* and Zhs fnrmr
in ■ a viXUSA. mA rsaofcica* to authority'
wtorsiUR ttm latfcar in tho result of «h «1«h m
or' 021 ipteii’ng of tha oitustloo *»& gees 00%
£*$$y aa ostogoaion to assUi&rity*)
Conflict isith other cS*IX#fa&t XtaoXir&# all -fcc&aaior indicating. mnfliet
wtith other cMMifeSi «rk& at .flying* qoarrelias* 
tssslQg* tallylhg* m& fetter nmepmms* XaoXttd© 
r^ sotl^ Ei to sitting* ao well as to (MMrm'in 
tb»
Iteatjnaotioa of propolis SaoXai# m w  of do&tsnsotloii of public or
primbo popoity* Include bmihtag hoye or wiMowc* 
tearing .hocks* asd othar s&&o.r offenses as mall no 
dtest rootles*. of property of greater <eftXtte*
Mskemmsfcimm other than stealing* mmh surlylag*
cfcs^ X&g* evasion* oaoi- general mti^ rustaoriliXmas*
Itii*e* to observe routines and regoXfttXaster Include traffic viol&tloos*
hitching rid®% disoftlsfXy ooadixot at Softool* 
tkttsolsg; and slraSLX*** .
{&!« frea* ooo&lot with' authority in
that it r@j?m##ata an iiporlisg of rt&ea hot 4ms. 
m t laply ontaganlm to a&tbarity*}
M & t  pmktmM'% tmlv&m cmm in «Moh. there hse be«& & failure to «&qpb
Batumi tm&m&im to dally ooeih &» faulty
oating, faulty thuahmioldijg# asnimfiia*
rorvous ugmok dtaordors-,. ssasttirhati<m
not •oooanssiai ty oi&siMtioiitaa and not itreolwi^ i 
oiStotv* ./i&itu&l rsasturbation ho. cla*sifioi
onSor *«K offteiea*
2^ "Children, in the Coxm'unity", Federal Security Agency, Publication 317,
Appendix II, p. 175-178
$&r#atel neglect# Include all oases- in which puwt*1' negligence in
meeting accepted. standards of care in part of th© problem.
H&ysieal disorders* Include all cases where- physical disorders snob -as
problem- of vision* bearing, end mm general physical 
disorders are considered- probles**
away* Incite# mming amy from -bom oa* escaping from an institution* 
If*. however* the c M M  stays away'from home repeatedly* 
at hours wheat be is ejected to be at home, the problem 
should be classified as ccnfiict w&te authority or as. 
fallare to observe routine# and *#g«laties.s, whichever 
is indicated by tee total situation*
Sex offenses* Incite# cases of unlawful frnterccurse*. prostitution* ate
allied offeneaa, being an Inmate of a bouse of prosbi** 
tution, being in danger c-f becoming a prostitute*
Immoral relate cs® with persons of the same sex* 
enticing .misers for immoral purpose#* and cases of 
disorderly conduct teen tela term is used to- designate - 
a seat offense-* Include cases of rape or indecent 
exposure and tee possession of -obscene pictures or 
literature.*
Social, withdmmlsf Include .all otedonco of wlthdimd,Bg from contacts;
with others such as Xsdfc of friend'#* -shyness* diffidence*
■and failure., to- play with others*
Stealing! Include potty stealing a# tell m  major thefts,. Include th#
stealing of m  -automobile or of automobile accessories, 
ante pates* and tires a# well as- te# stealing of robes,
blankets, parcels* sad so forte, rmmv&d frm m
ateo-iEsblle,
Incite© tii# operating of an automobile without the 
pertessioxi o f  its owner («te a l s o  t e c  inmetborlsed u s #  
of m  ateoaotel# for tee purpose of joy riding}*
Incite® burglary, breaking -nod entering,- housebreaking, 
nn-lawful entry*
Incite# hi0mt&y robbery, stealing or attempted 
stealing free. a person, neeorpisslte by .intimidation or 
violence.
Incites .forgery, fraud, smbssaleasnh* extortion, 
obtaining laotisy under false pretenses, counterfeiting, 
checteraislng, passing bad cheek#, and blackmail*
Incites pinking packet#, shoplifting, e##*H»g .from 
persons’ in tee. child*# horns, Stenting coal, fete, and 
so fourth.
Also incite# in this item receiving stolen property, 
stealing' a bicycle or a motorcycle* or operating *
Mcycle or a motorcycle without the .pemteeion of It# 
casaer*
ffedesiittbie gsrsomlfty traits? Include undesirable behavior patterns
%n meeting XtfO situations such m  day dressing, sulkiness, 
shewing off, sel Holme® s# tester -displays, arropffioe, and 
Irritability*
Other* Incite# reasons for referral not specified above.
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